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Abstract: During the last century, the world has faced unprecedented challenges
relating to the degradation of the socio-ecological system. In light of this, governments play
an important role to help tackle these issues. This thesis identifies the Open Government
Partnership (OGP) organisation, as an initiative that can support governments in addressing
these challenges. In particular, the potential to address these issues relates to OGP’s vision of
strengthening governance by increasing transparency, accountability and participation.
Therefore, the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) was used to
analyse the results from the semi-structured interviews, literature review and document
analysis, in order to identify the strengths and limitations of OGP’s planning approach. Based
on these results, recommendations call for the utilisation of the ABCD strategic planning
process to assist OGP member governments and stakeholders to develop a concrete definition
of sustainability, and a strategic planning approach that can support society in moving
towards sustainability.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Over the last century our socio-ecological system has been facing unprecedented challenges
that are posing risks to the future of humanity. Human activities have led to irreversible
environmental and social impacts related to climate change, loss of biosphere integrity,
inequality, global health epidemics, and erosion of trust and poverty (Stockholm Resilience
Center 2016, United Nations n.d; Gustavsson and Jordahl 2008). These changes driven by
human practices have unsustainable effects on the socio-ecological system and, as a result,
define the current sustainability challenge (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
In light of this, social systems play an integral role to overcome the sustainability challenge,
as they have the capacity to create and increase socio-ecological problems. In particular,
governments, as social systems inside the socio-ecological system, play an important role in
the decision making process within society. Specifically, democratic governments consist of
a political system, policies and institutions which aim to act as a facilitator in “maintaining
order, preserving life, providing public goods, and promoting equality” (Janda et al. 2006, 2).
It has been identified that most of the current environmental problems can be traced back to
lack of sufficient legislation needed to protect and manage natural resources (Cin 2012).
Likewise, policies implemented by governments have created societal disparities resulting in
a lack of trust, unemployment and rising poverty (United Nations 2010). Politically, limited
access to resources, lack of appropriate infrastructure and high levels of corruption have
restricted the capacity of governments to overcome many of these problems (KPMG 2012).
In addition, current models of representative democracy often lead to decisions "for the many
being made by a few" and do not directly represent the voices of society as a consensus (De
Greiff 2000; Mansbridge 1980). As a result, several voices have started to highlight the
importance of a citizen-centric worldview, where citizen participation is integral to the
success of democracy.
In the light of this, the increasing demands from citizens towards more participatory and
engaging governments lead to the development of the Open Government (OG) concept. OG
introduced three principles of transparency, collaboration and participation, through the
utilization of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). These principles are
intended to enhance trust in governments, change the way in which citizens engage with
traditional democratic processes, and reform government practices (Valdés et al 2011; AbuShanab 2015).
To implement the OG concept, the Open Government Partnership (OGP) was formally
launched in 2011 as a voluntary, multi-stakeholder initiative. Presently, 69 countries have
joined this initiative with the purpose to secure concrete commitments based on the OGP
principles of transparency, accountability, public participation and technology and innovation
(Open Government Partnership 2016). Through these principles, OGP aims to achieve their
vision “of improving the quality of governance, as well as the quality of services that citizens
receive” (Open Government Partnership 2016). However, when the sustainability challenge
is considered, the extent to which OGP is helping or hindering society to move towards
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sustainability remains unknown. For this reason, the research question explored in this study
is:
How is Open Government Partnership helping or hindering society to move strategically
towards sustainability?

Methods
A pragmatic qualitative research approach has been considered in the framing of this research
paper, given the intended purpose of exploring OGP from theoretical references and
practitioners perspectives. This approach has been considered for the research design, the
research process, as well as, through the writing process. The research design of this paper
has been based upon Maxwell’s Qualitative Research Design approach (Maxwell 2005). This
assisted in building the purpose, the research question and the choice of conceptual
framework.
Conceptual Framework
The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) offers a strategic planning
approach when dealing with complex problems, such as the sustainability challenge (Broman
and Robèrt 2015; Missimer 2015). It consists of a five level structuring model where each
level provides a specific scope of analysis and aims to explore the interrelationships between
the levels in a strategic manner (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
The five levels of the framework offer an understanding of system (Systems Level) where
planning occurs and a definition of success (Success Level) bounded by Sustainability
Principles (SPs). From the definition of success, strategic guidelines (Strategic Level) are
used to develop a strategic plan towards the vision. The Actions (Actions Level) and Tools
(Tools Level) levels support the planning process in order to lead organisation towards a
sustainable direction (Broman & Robèrt 2015).
To support the analysis of OGP at the Systems Level, the adaptive capacity lens, particular to
complex adaptive systems, was utilised. Adaptive capacity has five essential aspects which
are learning, trust, diversity, self-organization and common meaning. These aspects help to
build resilience within social systems (Missimer 2015).
Research process
•

Stage 1 - This stage included a review of relevant academic literature and publicly
available documents about OG and OGP; as well as a documentation analysis of 32 OGP
National Action Plans and 14 OG case studies.

•

Stage 2 - This stage included a data gathering process through 12 semi-structured
interviews of OGP practitioners. This process was followed by a data coding of the
previously gathered information. This stage was concluded with an analysis of the OGP
implementation approach through the lens of the FSSD.

•

Stage 3 - This stage gathered the findings from the previous stages. These were used as
the main input to build recommendations for OGP´s implementation approach and
planning towards sustainability.
v

Results
Systems
This level describes the system in which OGP operates within the socio-ecological system. In
light of this, OGP exists within the government system, which is nested in the wider social
and ecological system. In relation to the impact of OGP in the government system, OGP
implementation was found to support governments to improve policy making, economic
performance and bureaucratic efficiency, and reduce corruption (Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson
2009). In addition, OGP principles are seen as a direct way to promote efficiency within the
government system (Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009; Suherman-Bailey 2016; Robinson
2016; De Silva 2016; Pavlov 2016). Moreover, OGP´s principles were found to positively
contribute to building trust, common meaning, diversity, self-organization and learning. This
fact helps to build resilience in the social systems that governments are part of. Despite these
potential positive effects on the government and social systems, OGP does not seem to have a
clear goal to tackle and directly contribute to environmental issues.
Success
The analysis at this level observed three elements: OGP´s vision of success, OGP´s four
principles and OGP´s definition of sustainability. In order to plan strategically towards a
sustainable future, a clear and widely agreed upon definition of success must be considered
(Broman and Robèrt 2015). Document analysis and interviews support the notion that OGPs
vision is “clear and widely agreed upon”, thus illustrating that OGP’s vision has the potential
to contribute to a successful planning process. Moreover, the majority of the interviewees
have stated the relevance of OGP´s principles in achieving OGP´s vision (Lippert 2016;
Robinson 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva 2016; Celis 2016). However, the
technology and innovation principle has been identified as “not necessary” to improve
governance and meet citizen’s needs. In addition, OGP´s principles seem to overlap and are
not equally implemented, which results in the development of commitments around the
principle of transparency.
Finally, OGP does not have a clear and widely agreed definition of success in relation to
sustainability. OGP´s approach to sustainability is limited to the development of specific
commitments within NAPs. However, a comparison between OGP´s principles and the SPs
offered by the FSSD, demonstrated that OGP´s principles can help to eliminate structural
obstacles to the social sustainability principles (SP4 to SP8); as well as to positively influence
the compliance with the three ecological principles (SP1 to SP3). However, it was found that
an inefficient implementation of the four OGP principles can result in violations of the SPs.
Strategic
From a strategic planning perspective, OGP´s planning guidelines did not provide clear
guidance to help member countries plan towards an envision future. Considering this, it has
been found that OGP member countries take a forecasting approach to build their NAPs. As a
result, this can decrease the efficiency of OGP’s strategic planning towards sustainability; as
a forecasting planning approach is constrained by the likely futures of socio-ecological
unsustainability. Additionally, OGP guidelines do not offer a prioritisation approach that will
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assist governments in selecting commitments that will most quickly, effectively and flexibly
lead them to move towards their vision. Nonetheless, OGP´s planning guidelines were found
to support the strategic planning process to develop commitments that serve as a stepping
stone and as a flexible platform for further improvements. However, OGP´s planning
guidelines clearly neglect the ROI factor which strongly impacts the success of OGP´s
strategic planning towards its vision of success.
Actions
The analysis at this level highlighted how OGP member countries are planning and
developing their commitments according to OGP planning guidelines. It was found that OGP
member countries are facing challenges to attend to the OGP planning guidelines. Integration
of civil society inputs into the NAPs, non-transformative commitments, low level of
completion and excessive focus on transparency were the main gaps identified. In regards to
commitments related to social and environmental issues, some action plans included
commitments that sought to address sustainability issues; although they only accounted for 23% of the total (De Silva 2016).
Tools
The analysis at this level demonstrated that OGP is already providing support for
governments to develop and implement commitments towards a sustainable direction. This
support is evident through the Natural Resources Working Group and the Supporting Unit.

Discussion
The discussion explored how OGPs implementation approach can be enhanced to
strategically support society in moving towards sustainability. The analysis, through the lens
of the FSSD, helped to identify the strengths and limitations to OGP´s implementation
approach. The implementation approach consisted of the four principles, planning guidelines
and tools. The fact that OGP´s vision is clear and widely agreed upon shows their potential
positive impact towards improving governance and meeting citizen’s needs. Nonetheless,
citizen participation is being neglected in the development of countries NAP, thus
jeopardizing OGP´s vision of success. Moreover, the absence of a clear vision towards
sustainability or a vision bounded by sustainability principles will not guide member
countries actions towards sustainable development.
Besides, researchers consider that OGP´s principles of transparency, accountability and
participation are necessary, sufficient, general and concrete to support the OGP vision with
the exception of technology and innovation. The technology and innovation principle should
only a vehicle to achieve the other three. OGP´s principles were found to overlap and not to
be equally implemented. This has been identified as a factor that can decrease the efficiency
to implement OGP´s vision, and also results in the failure to support society in moving
strategically towards sustainability. Moreover, OGP´s forecasting planning approach can
reduce OGP´s ability to move society strategically towards sustainability.
Therefore, a backcasting approach is necessary as it will help reduce OGP member countries
contribution to current unsustainable trends. Moreover, OGP´s planning guidelines are not
supporting OGP´s member countries to prioritise actions towards their vision of success,
leading to numerous non-transformative and non-implementable commitments. When
planning strategically towards sustainability, OGP´s planning guidelines will need to help
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prioritise actions that will guide OGP´s member countries in the right direction, which will
clearly provide ROI and that will serve as a flexible platform for future improvements.

Recommendations
Recommendations aim to provide OGP stakeholders (point of contact, IRM, CSO, OGP
member countries) with a clear set of guidelines that will help address the limitations of
OGP´s implementation approach. This will support stakeholders with a strategic planning
approach towards sustainability. Therefore, the ABCD strategic planning process was
recommended, as follows:
A Step - A commonly agreed understanding of the sustainability challenge should be made
clear to all participants in the planning process. OGP´s vision and principles should be
framed by the SPs. Technology and innovation should not be considered a principle but an
enabler for the other three.
B Step - Member countries should assess their current reality to identify the internal and
external aspects that can undermine their ability to reach the OGP vision; as well as how
these aspects contribute or violate the SPs.
C Step - NAP creation should be done in an appropriate space that facilitates creativity and
engagement of a diverse group of stakeholders. The brainstorming process is suggested to be
open to citizens through public consultation methods.
D Step - OGP should set additional strategic guidelines, including these: (1) All NAP
commitments should be framed by the SPs and should comply with the three OGP principles.
(2) All commitments should be prioritised based on the right direction, flexibility and ROI
criteria. (3) All commitments should comply with the IRM SMART criteria: specific,
measurable, answerable, relevant and time bounded.

Conclusion
The OGP can support governments in addressing challenges related to the degradation of the
socio-ecological system. In particular, the potential to address these issues relates to OGP’s
vision of strengthening governance and meeting citizen’s needs by increasing transparency,
accountability and participation. Nonetheless, in order to move society towards sustainability,
OGP´s implementation, needs to be enhanced with a strategic sustainable development
approach (SSD). The utilisation of the ABCD strategic planning process in combination with
the FSSD, will support OGP stakeholders to plan strategically towards sustainability.
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Glossary
ABCD Strategic planning process: It is a four step process to implement the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development in an organizational context.
Accountability: “Rules, regulations, and mechanisms in place call upon government actors
to justify their actions, act upon criticisms or requirements made of them, and accept
responsibility for failure to perform with respect to laws or commitments” (Open
Government Partnership 2016).
Adaptive capacity: “Adaptive capacity is the ability of a social-ecological system to cope
with novel situations without losing options for the future, and resilience is key to enhancing
adaptive capacity” (Folke et al. 2002, 17).
Backcasting: A strategic planning method from a successful envisioned future oriented by
strategic guidelines.
Biosphere: A subsystem of the earth where life exists. It goes from the top of the lower
atmosphere down to the lowest layers of soil and ocean sediment.
Citizen Participation: "Mobilization of to citizens to engage in public debate, provide input,
and make contributions that lead to more responsive, innovative and effective governance”
(Open Government Partnership 2016).
Civil Society Organization: "The multitude of associations around which society voluntarily
organizes itself and which represent a wide range of interests and ties. These can include
community-based organisations, indigenous peoples’ organisations and non-government
organisations" (OECD 2016).
Complex adaptive systems: Systems that adjust or adapt to their external environment as the
environment conditions change over time.
Digital divide: “Refers to the gap between individuals, households, businesses and
geographic areas at different social and economic levels with regard to both their
opportunities to access information and communication technologies (ICTs) and to their use
of the Internet for a wide variety of activities” (OECD 2016).
E-government: “The use of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) by
governments as applied to the full range of government functions. In particular, the
networking offered by the Internet and related technologies has the potential to transform the
structures and operation of government” (OECD 2016).
Eligibility criteria: Conditions that countries need to attend in order to become a member of
the Open Government Partnership.
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development: A five level framework to plan and
move strategically toward sustainability through a backcasting approach from Sustainability
Principles.
Governance: “Is the exercise of political, economic and administrative authority necessary
to manage a nation’s affairs” (OECD 2016).
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National Action Plan: A document with concrete commitments from a OGP country
member to foster transparency, accountability, public participation, technology and
innovation to strengthen governance.
Open Government: The transparency of government actions, the accessibility of
government services and information and the responsiveness of government to new ideas,
demands and needs.
Open Government Partnership: “A multilateral initiative that aims to secure concrete
commitments from governments to promote transparency, participation, accountability and
technology and innovation to strengthen governance” (Open Government Partnership 2016).
Open Government Partnership principles: “Values that guide the development of OGP
member countries commitments” (Open Government Partnership 2016).
Participatory democracy: A deliberative dialog and decision making process which hears
all voices and diverse perspectives to enact meaningful change in a democratic political
system.
Resilience: A system capability to withstand shock without catastrophic failure.
Representative democracy: A form of government in which people elect their
representatives or leaders.
Socio-ecological system: The interconnected system made up of the biosphere, human
society, and their complex interactions.
Stakeholders: An individual, group or organization who may affect, be affected by, or
perceive itself to be affected by a decision, activity or outcome of an organization or project.
Strategic Planning: A systematic process of envisioning a desired future, and translating
this vision into broadly defined goals or objectives and a sequence of steps to achieve them.
Strategic Sustainable Development: Development and planning based on principles for
sustainability (The Natural Step Canada 2016).
Sustainability: A state in which society does not systematically undermine natural or social
systems within the biosphere.
Sustainability Challenge: The continuing decline in capacity and resources that support
human society, which leads to conditions that no longer enable human society to sustain
itself.
Sustainability Principles: Basic principles, based on scientific knowledge that lead to a
sustainable society in which: “nature is not subject to systematically increasing …
1. …concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust;
2. .... concentrations of substances produced by society
3. ...degradation by physical means;” (Ny et al. 2006, 64)
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“and people are not subject to structural obstacles…
4. ...health; 5. ...influence; 6. ...competence; 7. ...impartiality; 8. ...meaning making”
(Missimer 2015).
Sustainable Development: The transition from the current unsustainable society towards a
sustainable society.
Sustainable Development Goals: “Includes 17 global goals to end poverty, fight inequality
and injustice, and tackle climate change by 2030” (United Nations Development Programme
2016).
System: A set of interconnected parts where behaviour is guided by the interaction between
those parts.
Transparency: “When government-held information (including on activities and decisions)
is open, comprehensive, timely, freely available to the public, and meets basic open data
standards (e.g. raw data, machine readability) where formats allow” (Open Government
Partnership 2016).
Working groups: “Thematic groups that provide practical ways for OGP members to share
experiences, expertise, and lessons learned, as well as identify opportunities for targeted
technical assistance and/or peer exchange” (Open Government Partnership 2016).
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Sustainability challenge
Over the last century our socio-ecological system has been facing unprecedented challenges
that are posing risks to the future of humanity. Human interactions have disrupted the natural
flow of matter and energy that are exchanged within the planet’s subsystems, the biosphere
and the lithosphere (Steffen et al. 2011). The impact of human development on these
subsystems, since the Industrial Revolution, has produced the rise of a new era, the
Anthropocene, by which these actions have become the main driver of earth changes (Pisano
2012; Ny et al. 2006). The Stockholm Resilience Centre (2016) has reaffirmed this notion as
they have found that human activities have led to irreversible environmental impacts related
to climate change, loss of biosphere integrity, land-system change and biogeochemical
cycles.
In addition to environmental degradation, societal issues relating to inequality, global health
epidemics, erosion of trust and poverty are increasing exponentially (United Nations n.d;
Gustavsson and Jordahl 2008). Evidence of increased societal risk has been reported by the
United Nations (2014), where they have indicated that 1.5 billion people live in
multidimensional poverty and over 80% of the world's population lack of social protection.
Upon reflection, it is clear that if these behaviours continue the planet may lose its ability to
provide the conditions needed for society to flourish.
Based on these findings, it is apparent that the changes driven by human practices have
unsustainable effects on the socio-ecological system and, as a result, this defines the current
sustainability challenge (Broman and Robèrt 2015). The sustainability challenge can be
represented by the funnel metaphor (Figure 1.1: The funnel metaphor). The funnel indicates
the decreasing resilience and capacity to maintain life within the necessary conditions for it to
prosper (Broman and Robèrt 2015). Consequently, the social system, where human practices
take place, plays an integral role to overcome the sustainability challenge.

Figure 1.1: The funnel metaphor illustrating the sustainability challenge.
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1.2 The contribution of governments to the sustainability
challenge
The social system, with its institutional, cultural and socio-economic dimensions, is complex
and dynamic. It holds organisations, sectors, groups, norms, rules, values and networks,
which are subsystems that have the capacity to create and increase socio-ecological problems.
Nonetheless, these systems can also influence decisions that may overcome these problems.
In particular, governments, as a social system inside the socio-ecological system, play an
important role in the decision making process within society. This is because governments
control and regulate other social systems such as the state or a community (Oxford 2010). In
light of this, democratic governments consist of a political system, policies and institutions
which aim to act as a facilitator in “maintaining order, including preserving life and
protecting property; providing public goods, and promoting equality” (Janda et al. 2006, 2).
As a result, these factors influence and impact the way people and organisations behave and
interact within the socio-ecological system (Figure 1.2: Government's systems perspective).

Figure 1.2: Government's systems perspective
However, despite the intended purpose of the democratic political system, governments have
failed to prioritize and tackle socio-ecological issues. Firstly, it has been identified that most
of the current environmental problems can be traced back to lack of sufficient legislation
needed to protect and manage natural resources (Cin 2012). Additionally, failure in economic
regulations has influenced the growing economic crisis whereby resource allocations have
not been prioritised to address basic human needs (CESR 2009). Likewise, policies
implemented by governments have created societal disparities resulting in a lack of trust,
unemployment, rising poverty, and inequality in education, health, housing and other public
services (United Nations 2010). Politically, limited access to resources, a deficiency of
appropriate infrastructure, and low levels of transparency, innovation, leadership and
increased public debt are factors that have hindered the capacity of governments to overcome
institutional problems (KPMG 2012). Based on these implications, government’s face the
challenge to refine its democratic and institutional processes to be more responsive to
citizen’s needs.
2

1.3 Governments and Democracy
Further analysis of government's contribution to the sustainability challenge can be linked to
the political system in which they operate. This system takes into consideration representative
democratic processes, as it highlights the role of citizen’s towards political participation.
Generally, citizen involvement is typically characterised by voting in elections to ensure
governing is delegated to elected representatives (Strøm 2000). Presently, representative
democracy often leads to decisions “for the many being made by a few” and does not directly
represent the voices of society as a consensus (De Greiff 2000; Mansbridge 1980). In recent
years, this fact has caused systematic increases in government inefficiencies, the depletion of
transparency and, as a result, a loss of trust within political institutions (Luna-Reyes and
Chun 2012). For this reason, without integration of citizen participation in the political
process the success of democracy can be hindered.
Freeman and Quike (2013) agree as they put forth that the focus needs to be given on the
potential for citizen-centric practices to influence democratic reform. Warren, Sulaiman, and
Jaafar (2014) and Brillantes and Fernandez (2011) highlight the importance of this, as they
suggested that it is imperative for institutions to build trust through responsive governments
and citizen participation as it is required to maintain social order. This is supported by LunaReyes and Chun (2012), as they have highlighted that participation is integral to the success
of democracy as it has the ability to create efficiency and trust in government. Subsequently,
in order to govern well and improve trust in this citizen-centric worldview, governments need
to integrate citizen engagement and participation, “to ensure stability, to facilitate people’s
wellbeing and to manage environmental, health, security and energy issues into the future”
(Holmes 2011, 2).

1.4 E-government
The increasing demands from citizens for a radical transformation in governments towards
more participatory and engaging processes contributed to the development of the egovernment concept (Hansson, Belkacem and Ekenberg 2015). Historically, e-government
came from the rise of crowdsourcing movements and the Information Technology and Web
2.0 revolution (Zhang, Xu and Xiao 2014). It is defined as the use and application of
technologies in public administrations to effectively manage data and information, enhance
public service delivery, as well as expand communication channels for engagement and the
empowerment of citizens (United Nations 2014). In light of this, the aim of e-government
was to change the way in which citizens engage with traditional democratic processes by
establishing a closer relationship with them through the utilization of technology.
Government bodies adopted e-government as a tool to enhance the capacity and efficiency of
public services through the utilization of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) to reach this desired outcome (Valdés et al 2011). Nonetheless, e-government
continued to evolve. In 2007, the European Commission announced “E-Government 2.0” as a
part of a road mapping research project called “eGov RTD2020”. It was the first time that
key themes of “e-participation, citizen engagement and democratic process” were officially
associated with the initiative (Boughzala, Janssen, and Assar 2014, 3).
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1.5 Open Government (OG)
The Open Government (OG) concept followed the evolution of e-government. OG preserved
the use of technology as a tool to exchange information between governments and citizens.
However, the main difference between OG and e-government was that it aimed to achieve a
transparent, participative, accountable and collaborative governance model (Abu-Shanab
2015). The present OG movement and conceptual framework was spearheaded by Barack
Obama in 2009, through the Open Government Directive (Ginsberg 2011). Within this
directive, OG principles of transparency, collaboration and participation were described as
mechanisms to fundamentally transform governments and the democratic process. Following
Obama´s initiative, other organisations, like the OECD have defined the OG as:
“Open Government is the transparency of government actions, the accessibility of
government services and information and the responsiveness of government to new ideas,
demands and needs” (Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009).
Based on this definition, OG has the opportunity to further develop and enhance trust in
democratic and political functions of governments. For instance, it has been identified to add
value towards fiscal services and management through innovative ideas related to department
cost cutting and improved operations; and it has been deemed to reach the desired citizencentred approach which aimed to empower citizens (Meijer, Curtin, and Hillebrandt 2012;
Ginsberg 2011). Subsequently, the ideal function of the OG concept is designed to bring
openness, and to improve government operations and citizen participation through the
utilisation of technology (Hansson, Belkacem and Ekenberg 2015).

1.6 Open Government Partnership (OGP)
Nonetheless, OG gained more relevance in 2010, when the Obama administration announced
it to the United Nations General Assembly. It was at this assembly that Obama issued a
challenge to global leaders that in order to strengthen democratic government structures, a
unified and sustained commitment on a global level should be achieved (Manole and Cretu
2013). The outcome of this initial meeting sparked the OGP (Manolea and Cretu 2013).
The OGP was formally launched in September 2011, as a voluntary, multi-stakeholder
initiative. Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Norway, the Philippines, South Africa, the United
Kingdom and the United States, were the first countries to join and to endorse the Open
Government Declaration. Since 2011, another 61 countries have joined the initiative and
have established more than 2,500 commitments through their National Action Plans (NAPs)
(Open Government Partnership 2016). At the international level, OGP is the most relevant
organisation in promoting OG, as it holds the largest number of countries and it provides
structured guidance on the implementation of OG.
The OGP purpose is to provide an international platform to secure concrete commitments
from governments to improve transparency, accountability, public participation and harness
new technologies to strengthen governance (Open Government Partnership 2016). Thus,
transparency, accountability, participation and technology and innovation are the main
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principles that guide OG implementation. These principles have been defined below (Table
1.1: Open Government Partnership principles) (Open Government Partnership 2015).

Table 1.1: Open Government Partnership principles
•

Transparency is achieved when, “governments hold open, comprehensive, timely and
freely available information to the public.”

•

Citizen participation occurs when, “governments seek to mobilize citizens to engage
in public debate, provide input, and make contributions that lead to more responsive,
innovative and effective governance.”

•

Public accountability is defined as “rules, regulations, and mechanisms in place call
upon government actors to justify their actions, act upon criticisms or requirements
made of them, and accept responsibility for failure to perform with respect to laws or
commitments.”

•

Regarding technology and innovation, OGP states that the role of new technologies is
to “drive innovation and increase the capacity of citizens to use technology.”

Through these principles, OGP aims to achieve their vision, which is defined as:
“More governments become sustainably more transparent, more accountable, and more
responsive to their own citizens, with the goal of improving the quality of governance, as well
as the quality of services that citizens receive” (Open Government Partnership 2016).
In order to reach this goal, OGP advocates that governments should change their norms and
culture to create dialogue and collaboration with civil society. OGP intends to support both
government and civil society by “elevating Open Government to the highest levels of
political discourse, providing ‘cover’ for difficult reforms, and creating a supportive
community of like-minded reformers from countries around the world” (Open Government
Partnership 2016).

1.6.1 OGP´s Organisational structure
To accomplish the expected goals and to act according to their principles, OGP brings
different stakeholders as active participants and partners in their organisational governance
structure. In this sense, the organisation provides mechanisms to promote dialogue and
information sharing between international stakeholders from civil society organisations, the
private sector and governmental bodies (Open Government Partnership 2016).
At the governance level, the organisation is facilitated by a Steering Committee that is
formed by representatives from governments and civil society. They are responsible for the
decision making and to set the direction and standards within OGP. The committee is led by
two representatives from governments and two representatives from civil society.
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Additionally, OGP consist of several units. These units include Working Groups, the Civil
Society Engagement Unit (CSE), the Supporting Unit and the Independent Reporting
Mechanism (IRM) (Government Point of Contact Manual 2016) (Figure 1.3: Stakeholder
Map).
•

The Supporting Unit assist with Steering Committee work and is responsible to ensure
the continuity of organizational relationships with OGP’s partners, and support the
broader membership.

•

The Independent Civil Society Engagement team (CSE) aims to strengthen civil
society participation within the partnership network. They support civil society at
each country to make better use of OGP to advocate their particular objectives.

•

Working Groups connect with OGP practitioners working on similar issues to share
experiences and best practices in specific open government policy areas.

•

The Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) audits and reports on countries
performance in the implementation of NAPs.

Figure 1.3: Stakeholder Map

1.6.2 OGP´s Eligibility criteria
The OGP is considered the strategic approach for implementing the OG concept as it is a
diverse organisation that requires governments to follow certain membership conditions.
These conditions place emphasis upon developing a strong OG strategic direction (Open
Government Partnership 2016). To become part of this organisation, governments need to
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demonstrate commitment to OG principles which relates to fiscal transparency, access to
information, public official’s assets disclosure and citizen engagement (Open Government
Partnership 2016). Countries are evaluated on these four main areas and need to meet 75% of
the total evaluation points to become a country member (Open Government Partnership
2016). Once accepted, countries need to:
1. Endorse the Open Government Declaration, with the intention to increase the
availability of information in relation to governmental activities, support civic
participation, implement the highest standards of professional integrity and increase
access to new technologies for openness and accountability (Open Government
Partnership 2016).
2. Cooperate with an independent reporting mechanism on their progress and contribute
to the advancement of OG in other countries by sharing experiences (Open
Government Partnership 2016).
3. Deliver a two year cycle National Action Plan (NAP) with specific commitments
related to OGP principles, through a multi-stakeholder participatory process (Open
Government Partnership 2016).
After completing the acceptance process, a country needs to nominate a point of contact. The
point of contact is a working-level counterpart to a ministerial-level representative and has
the responsibility to coordinate their country OGP's activities at international and domestic
levels.

1.6.3 OGP´s National Action Plans
OGP defines NAPs as “the product of a co-creation process in which government and civil
society define ambitious commitments that foster transparency, accountability and public
participation” (Government Point of Contact Manual 2016, 3). Every two years’ countries
need to submit a NAP with their commitments that are bounded by the OGP principles
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016). Moreover, NAPs are the main mechanisms to
develop, implement and improve OGP commitments (Open Government Partnership 2016).
Currently, there are five countries developing their action plans. Also, there are 13 countries
who are completing their first NAP cycle, while 49 countries are in their second NAP cycle;
and only the Philippines and the United States are in their third NAP cycle. The country cycle
is not necessarily linked to advancements and quality of the action plan; however, countries
are encouraged to show clear improvements in each cycle (Government Point of Contact
Manual 2016).
The OGP member countries are expected to develop their NAP through a multi-stakeholder
process by engaging citizens and civil society. The action plan is therefore considered a
product of a co-creation process (Open Government Partnership 2016). The consultation
phase is highlighted as a critical step to improve and strengthen the dialogue between
governments and their stakeholders in order to gain inputs to build NAPs commitments
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016).
Apart from this participatory process, successful NAPs are defined as "those with focus on
ambitious national Open Government priorities, that are relevant to the OGP values; and that
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contain specific, time-bound and measurable commitments" (Government Point of Contact
Manual 2016, 3).
•

Ambitious commitments are those that "stretch the government beyond its current
state of practice, significantly improving the status quo" (Government Point of
Contact Manual 2016, 3).

•

Commitments are to be relevant and contribute to one of the OGP principles by
strengthening transparency, accountability or public participation in governments
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016).

•

Commitments are to be measurable, as well as specific to the problem they are trying
to solve, and time bounded by clearly stating when they will be completed
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016).

In addition, OGP has defined five grand challenges that serve as a reference for member
countries to develop their commitments. These five grand challenges include improving
public services, increase public integrity, more effective management of public resources,
create safer communities and increase corporate accountability (Government Point of Contact
Manual 2016). All these criteria together are used by the Independent Reporting Mechanism
(IRM) to assess countries performance in order to guarantee compliance with OGP
guidelines.
After each year of NAP implementation, member countries need to publish a self-assessment
report to evaluate whether their performance is meeting the commitments that were described
in their action plans. The IRM assesses the member countries action plan process and their
progress in fulfilling OGP guidelines. The development of technical recommendations is
based on research, interviews and relevant data from governments and civil society (Open
Government Partnership 2015). Countries are also evaluated on how they have organised
public consultation processes with citizens (Government Point of Contact Manual 2016).

1.7 Open Government Partnership and Strategic
Sustainable Development
As stated above, the sustainability challenge is a complex issue that requires innovative
approaches which can generate change within the social system. In this context, governments
are critical players in the transition towards a sustainable society, as they influence society as
a whole with its individuals, communities and organizations. Extensive coordinated
collaboration between different stakeholders across varied disciplines and sectors is required
to overcome these complicated challenges (Broman and Robèrt 2015). Moreover, these
complexities demand a strategic planning processes where sustainable development is the
vehicle to achieve success.
Taking these two factors into consideration, OGP, as a multi-stakeholder initiative, seeks to
improve governance to meet citizen’s needs, and it has the potential to create change in the
socio-ecological systems. Nonetheless, the extent to which OGP is suitable to move society
strategically towards sustainability still remains unknown.
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1.8 Research Question
For this reason, the purpose of this research paper is to analyse how OGP is helping or
hindering society to move strategically towards sustainability. In order to achieve this, the
proposed Research Question is:
How is Open Government Partnership helping or hindering society to move strategically
towards sustainability?

1.9 Scope and Limitations
As outlined before, this research paper focuses particularly on OGP, as the most relevant
organisation to implement the OG concept. Even if the OG concept is also promoted by other
international organisations, like the World Bank and the European Union, the OGP´s
implementation approach and OGP´s member countries current practices frame the scope of
this paper. In order to respond to the research question, this study will examine OGP´s vision,
principles, planning guidelines and tools offered to their member countries. An evaluation
will take place to determine whether these practices help or hinder society to move
strategically towards sustainability.
In terms of limitations, this research does not include an analysis of OGP as an organisation.
The internal functioning of OGP and their relationship amongst its internal units were not
considered in this study. In addition, the perspective of citizens and their relationship with
OGP practices has not been included either. The final limitation of this study refers to the
recommendations offered in Chapter 5. These recommendations are only valid for OGP
stakeholders (member countries, the steering committee, IRM, working groups, CSOs and
point of contact). It is believed that these recommendations have the potential to enhance
OGP´s planning approach to support society to move strategically towards sustainability.
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2 Methods
2.1 Research approach
Given the phenomenon of study is OGP, and the research purpose is to analyse how it is
helping or hindering society to move strategically towards sustainability, a pragmatic
qualitative research approach seems most appropriate. On one hand, pragmatic qualitative
research seeks to, “discover and understand a phenomenon, a process or the perspectives and
worldviews of the people involved” (Merriam 1998, 11). While on the other hand, pragmatic
qualitative research "draws upon the most practical methods available to answer a given
research question" (Savin-Baden and Major 2013). The pragmatic qualitative approach has
been considered in the framing of this research as it aims to explore OGP from theoretical
references and practitioner’s perspectives. Therefore, this approach has been considered for
the research design (Section 2.2), the research process (Section 2.4); as well as through the
writing process.

2.2 Research design
The structure of this research paper has been based upon Maxwell’s Qualitative Research
Design approach (Figure 2.1.: Maxwell’s Qualitative Research Design 2005). This model
offers five nonlinear interconnected areas that allow for an interactive and systematic
research process (Maxwell 2005). This has assisted in building the purpose, the research
question and the choice of conceptual framework (Section 2.3). Moreover, it has supported
the selection of the most convenient research methods for the research process (Section 2.4).
Finally, it has helped to ensure the validity of the results.

Figure 2.1: Research design (Maxwell’s Qualitative Research Design 2005)
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2.3 Conceptual Framework – Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development (FSSD)
The FSSD is the main conceptual framework chosen for this research paper. It offers a
strategic planning approach when dealing with complex problems, such as the sustainability
challenge (Broman and Robèrt 2015; Missimer 2015). Given that the research purpose is to
analyse how OGP is helping or hindering society to move strategically towards sustainability,
the FSSD seems most appropriate.
The framework consists of a five level structuring model where each level provides a specific
scope of analysis and aims to explore the interrelationships between the levels in a strategic
manner. In addition, the FSSD has the ability to clarify a common language, make sense of
complexity and allows stakeholders to develop a common purpose through a shared mental
model (Broman and Robèrt 2015). This provides stakeholders with the necessary approach to
understand sustainability issues in a given context and to plan accordingly (Broman and
Robèrt 2015). Considerations towards sustainability is offered through the FSSD’s
scientifically based definition of sustainability, the Sustainability Principles (SPs).
Each level of the FSSD is described as follows:

Table 2.1: Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
Systems Level: This levels includes an understanding of the various systems that a given
organisation is part of within the socio-ecological system, as well as the interdependencies
between those systems (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
Success Level: This level includes the definition of a principled-based vision.
For a successful planning process to occur the vision needs to be clear, widely agreed upon
and based on basic principles. These basic principles need to be necessary, sufficient, and
general to achieve the goal, concrete enough to guide actions and non-overlapping to enable
comprehension (Robèrt et. al 2015).
In addition, “the FSSD requires any vision to be framed by the Sustainability Principles”
(Broman and Robèrt 2015, 6). The Sustainability Principles offer a “single (unifying)
science-based definition of sustainability” (Broman and Robèrt 2015, 6). These principles set
the conditions that need to be met for the continuation of the socio-ecological system
(Broman and Robèrt 2015), as described below:
The Sustainability Principles (Ny et al. 2006)
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing...
SP1. ...concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust
SP2. ...concentrations of substances produced by society
SP3. ...degradation by physical means
and people are not subject to structural obstacles to…
SP4. …health
SP5. …influence
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SP6. …competence
SP7. …impartiality
SP8. ... meaning making
Strategic Level: This level comprises the strategic guidelines that will be used to choose the
actions to reach the principle-framed vision of success (Success Level). This process starts by
using backcasting as the planning approach. Backcasting is a planning method in which the
future desired outcome is envisioned followed by an identification of specific steps that need
to be taken in order to reach that vision (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
In this context, the FSSD offers a set of prioritisation guidelines that will help to select the
actions (Actions Level) that will most quickly, effectively and flexibly guide the backcasting
planning process. These are:
1. Does this action proceed in the right direction in respect to the Sustainability Principles?
2. Does this action provide a ‘stepping stone’ (flexible platform) for future improvements?
3. Is this action likely to produce a sufficient return on investment to further catalyse the
process? (Robèrt et al. 2015).
Actions Level: This level includes the list of prioritized actions that the organisation needs to
implement in order to reach their vision of success bounded by the Sustainability Principles.
Tools Level: This level includes tools and methods that will support the organisation's
implementation of actions.

2.3.1 Adaptive Capacity
To support the analysis of OGP at the systems level, the adaptive capacity lens was utilised.
The social system, as adaptive capacity system, has five essential aspects, which include
learning, trust, diversity, self-organization and common meaning. These aspects are the
conceptual reference which developed the social sustainability principles and they are the
essential conditions for a social system to remain resilient (Missimer 2015). As these
conditions are the ones that have been undermined by society's current practices, at the
System level, this research aims to identify how OGP’s implementation approach can
contribute to a more resilient and sustainable social system.
The definitions of each essential aspect are described below (Missimer 2015, 42):
•

“Diversity is the quality or state of the system that embraces different forms, types,
qualities and ideas, etc.;

•

Learning is the mechanisms that allows the system to develop and apply different
responses when facing changes in the environment;

•

Self-organization is the state in the system when some form of order arises from the
relationship between its components;

•

Trust is the quality of connection that allow the system parts to remain together even
in a complex environment;
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•

Common-meaning is the sense of purpose that support the social system to face and
respond to complexity”.

2.4 Research process
The research process has been divided into three stages, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Research process

2.4.1 Stage 1: OG and OGP overview
In order to gain a deep understanding of the phenomena of study, in-depth research of the
concept of OG, OGP and their current practices was needed. Therefore, stage 1 consisted of
two steps: first, a thorough review of relevant academic literature as well as publicly
available documents about OG and OGP. Secondly, data was collected and analysed through
the review of OG cases studies and OGP NAPs. The steps are described below:
Step 1: Literature review
As OG is a recent concept, the amount of scientific publications is limited and mainly refers
to “Open Data and E-government”. Nonetheless, the literature review consisted of 49 peer
reviewed and non-peer reviewed articles from different journals, as well as several books. A
considerable number of official guides and online tools from OGP, as website and data
platform, were reviewed. Also, a document analysis was carried out on documents from
different organisations like the World Bank, the United Nations, the World Resource
Institute, the Govlab, the Open Government Standards and the European Union. Moreover,
specific documentation on OGP’s approach to sustainability was gathered at this stage from
Open Government Guide web page and two main documents: “How Can the Open
Government Partnership Accelerate Implementation of the 2030 Agenda” (Bapna et. al 2015)
and “The Open Government guide special edition: implementing the 2030 for sustainable
development” (Transparency and Accountability Initiative 2015).
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Step 2: Document Analysis
Case studies and NAPs contained information that identified current OG practices and OGP’s
planning approach. The case studies, for instance, had limited availability as their main focus
was on web 2.0 implementation within governments. The analysis highlighted 14 case studies
on OG were found in different publications, like books and journals. While, the NAPs
showcased a wide scope of OGP member countries and their varying of cycles of
implementation.
Moreover, 32 NAPs were analysed for this research and were derived from the OGP website
(Open Government Partnership 2016). These NAPs were first selected according to their
cycle of implementation. Each NAP cycle covers a two-year period. Specifically, this
research focused upon action plans that are on the 2nd and 3rd cycle and represented
countries that have been implementing NAPs for more than two years. From these 32 NAPs,
an analysis was carried out based on the OGP planning guidelines and whether they
contained social or environmental themes. As a result, 14 NAPs were selected in total for a
more detailed analysis. This second analysis was made through identification and comparison
of NAP approaches to OGP principles, grand challenges, commitments, themes and scope.
Overall, this provided a deeper understanding of the current practices from the leading
countries within OGP and how those practices related to the sustainability challenge. Besides
bringing a clear understanding of the concept and the practices of OGP; stage 1 helped
identify appropriate questions and interviewees for the interview process.

2.4.2 Stage 2: OGP and Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD)
In order to answer, “How is Open Government Partnership helping or hindering society to
move strategically towards sustainability?” stage 2 was divided into three steps, as follows:
Step 1: Interviews
Twelve semi-structured skype interviews were conducted with a varied group of experts in
the field. The interviews consisted of nine main questions, using a semi-structured approach
to allow for flexibility. This resulted in tailored questions which adapted to each of the
interviewees. A sample of the questions can be found in Appendix I and a list of the
interviewees profiles can be found in Appendix II. The information provided by the
interviewees has been key to this research process as it illustrated complex in-depth
information based on participants’ experiences (Savin-Baden, Major and Major 2012, 359).
The purpose of these interviews was twofold. On one hand, to learn how countries are
implementing the OGP guidelines though their NAP, including success and challenges. On
the other hand, to have real-time information of the sustainability perspective of OGP.
Step 2: Data Coding
Coding of the data gathered in stages 1 and 2 was completed in a three step process:
•

The first step was to create three main categories: (1) what is OG and OGP, (2) what
are their current practices, (3) interviews information.
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•

The second step was to cut the information gathered in the previous step per category
and then code it using an open coding system.

•

The third step was to categorize the codes from previous step and convert them into
relevant themes. These themes facilitated the use of information as an input to the
FSSD analysis (stage 2) and to provide recommendations to the strategic planning
process (stage 3). Example of categories, themes and codes in Table 2.2 and Table
2.3.

Table 2.2: Data Coding Categories and themes
What is Open government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open Government
Definition
Confusion with the
term OG
History of Open
Government
OGP history
E-government
Open data
Trust and governments
Transparency
Access to information
Participation
E-participation for
citizen engagement
Citizen & civic
engagement
Improving Public
Services
Collaboration
Challenges
Benefits
Stakeholders

What are the current
practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NAP Characteristics
Commitments in NAP
Citizen Engagement in
NAP
Point of Contact
The Support Unit
The Steering
Committee
Independent Reporting
Mechanism (IRM)
Working groups
Independent Civil
Society Engagement
Forums for Citizen
engagement
Self-Assessment
Report
Challenges for
implementation
Improving
implementation
Practices outside OGP

Interviews: NAP &
Sustainability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OGP Benefits
OGP Improvements
Principles / Values /
Pillars
Citizen Engagement
Citizens needs
Strategic Guidelines
Implementation
Strategies
Challenges with
commitments
Governance challenges
Improvements to NAP
CSO
Sustainability
SDGs

Table 2.3: Data Coding Categories and Main Codes
Definition, principles,
accountability, access to
information, transparency,
corruption, innovation, egovernment, challenges,
citizen engagement, citizen
needs, participation,
stakeholders, history,
challenges, benefits, trust,
democracy, governance,

OGP principles, Values,
commitments, definition of
success, stakeholders,
challenges, sustainability,
SDG´s, strategic guidelines,
IRM, consultation, CSO,
Support Unit, participationcitizen engagement,
milestones, Open Data,
tools.
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Citizen needs, trust, strategic
guidelines, challenges,
flexibility, improvements,
bureaucracy, technology,
vision, tools, system,
participation, access to
information, resources,
sustainability, SDG´s,
improving government, OGP
principles, commitments.

government, ICT, Open
Data.

Step 3: Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) Analysis
In order to analyse the information coded and to evaluate how OGP is helping or hindering
society to move strategically towards sustainability, the FSSD was used. This is identified
below:

Table 2.4: Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development Analysis
Systems Level: at this level the analysis was completed from three perspectives:
1. An analysis of how OGP principles can impact the government system.
2. An analysis of how OGP principles can contribute to build resilience in the social
system they are part of. This analysis was done using the five essential aspects of
adaptive capacity (Section 2.3.1)
3. An analysis on how the OGP principles can strengthen the ecological system.
Success Level: the analysis at this level examined three elements: OGP´s vision of success;
OGP´s four principles and OGP´s definition of sustainability. These are identified in three
steps:
1. An analysis of OGP´s vision was carried out using the following criteria of “clarity
and widely agreement upon, as explained in the Table 2.1.
2. An analysis of OGP´s principles in relation to the five-principle criteria. These criteria
include necessary, sufficient, general, concrete and non-overlapping (Robèrt et. al
2015), as explained in the Table 2.1.
3. An analysis of OGP´s vision and principles to what concerns sustainability was done
using the Sustainability Principles (SP´s), as explained in the Table 2.1.
Strategic Level: the analysis at this level was divided into two steps:
1. An analysis of OGP´s planning guidelines to determine whether it considers
backcasting or forecasting as a strategic planning approach.
2. An analysis of OGP´s planning guidelines by using the three prioritization criteria that
the FSSD offers: flexibility, right direction and return on investment as explained in
the Table 2.1.
Actions Level: the analysis at this level was divided into two steps:
1. An analysis of action's implementation performance in relation to OGP´s planning
guidelines.
2. An analysis of OGP´s commitments related to sustainability.
Tools Level: the analyses at this level identified how OGP tools are supporting member
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countries in integrating sustainability issues into NAPs.

2.4.3 Stage 3: Recommendations for OGP´s implementation
approach
This stage combined the findings from stages 1 and 2 to develop possible recommendations
that may enhance OGP’s implementation approach towards sustainability.
Recommendations were made based on two data analysis processes:
•

The main findings were analysed through the lens of the FSSD in stage 2.

•

The data coding analysis from the literature review and the interviews in stage 1. This
helped to identify OGP´s key challenges related to the implementation of the NAPs.

Recommendations were done at each of the four steps of the ABCD strategic planning
process (Broman and Robèrt 2015). The ABCD strategic planning process is a tool that helps
to integrate the FSSD in an organisational context.
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3 Results
3.1 Systems Level
The Systems Level of the FSSD describes the system within the socio-ecological system in
which OGP operates. In light of this, OGP exists within the government system, which in
turn is nested in the wider social and ecological system (Figure 3.1: OGP´s system). The
system perspective is important to understand how OGP can contribute to increase or tackle
problems in governments within the social and ecological systems. Thus, an analysis was
completed from three perspectives: how OGP principles can impact the government system,
how the principles can contribute to build resilience in the social system and how OGP
principles can strengthen the ecological system.

Figure 3.1: OGP´s System

3.1.1 OGP and the Government System
The OGP aims to improve governance by changing the way governments operate (Harrison
and Sayogo 2014; Pavlov 2016; Wijnhoven, Ehrenhard, and Kuhn 2015). According to the
OECD and the World Bank, OGP implementation can support governments to improve the
evidence base for policy making, improve risk management, enhance economic performance
and bureaucratic efficiency, and build public trust in government (Gavelin, Burall, and
Wilson 2009) In addition, OGP has the capacity to reduce the incidence of corruption, to
raise the standards in public management and service delivery, and strengthen public integrity
(Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009).
The OGP principles are seen by some authors and interviewees as a direct a way to promote
efficiency within the government system (Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009; SuhermanBailey 2016; Robinson 2016; De Silva 2016; Pavlov 2016). For instance, transparency,
through the openness of information can raise the standards of decision making, can improve
record-keeping procedures among public officials and can lead to savings in public spending
(Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009). The accountability principle is as an “antiseptic” to
corruption, the mismanagement of government funds, and towards the influence of lobby
groups within the government system (Suherman-Bailey 2016). The participation principle
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contributes to innovation and improved decision making processes, as it can facilitate new
ideas and information from CSOs and citizens (Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva, 2016;
Wirtz and Birkmeyer 2015). Specifically, in relation to the democracy system, participation
can enhance the democratic process between elections by strengthening the relationship
between governments and citizens (De Silva 2016, Pavlov 2016). Thus, these principles
highlight the potential for governments to enhance governance practices within its system.
In order to improve governance on the government level, OGP relies on three main
stakeholders to implement OGP principles through the NAPs (OGP 2016). These
stakeholders include the OGP member country’s point of contact, politicians and public
sector practitioners (Figure 1.3: Stakeholder´s Map). The point of contact is responsible for
NAP development and implementation process. According to four interviewees, despite
playing an important role in some countries, the point of contact functions within limited
structure and resources; this may pose risks to the effective implementation of NAPs
(Sanchez 2016; Miranda 2016; De Silva 2016; Robinson 2016). In addition, politicians take
the strategic responsibility for OGP implementation. While, the public sector practitioners
hold operational responsibility in this process (Gonzalez-Zapata and Heeks 2015).
Interestingly, the information gathered from the document analysis had shown that OGP’s
planning process within member countries is bounded to a specific government department;
and presently, it is not embedded in the country´s national strategy. In many cases, OGP acts
as an independent initiative inside governments creating its own sub-system. This fact,
according to De Silva, Miranda, Suherman-Bailey and Robinson (2016) undermine the
implementation of the initiative and, subsequently, its potential to positively impact on the
government system.

3.1.2 OGP and the Social System
Besides the improvement in governance, OGP aims to attend to citizens needs through the
implementation of their four principles within the NAP (OGP 2016). According to the NAP
analysis, a specific approach to social aspects depend on the member countries context and
the needs expressed by their citizens. The OGP states that these needs might be achieved by
the implementation of commitments guided by their principles (OGP 2016). Therefore, an
analysis of the overall contribution of OGP principles to the social system beyond specific
country context, will be considered.
In order to identify if OGP´s principles can help build resilience in the social system, the
adaptive capacity approach has been utilised (Section 2.3.2). Through the interviews, a
positive contribution of OGP principles related to trust, common meaning, diversity, selforganization and learning has been identified (Celis 2016; De Silva 2016; Suherman-Bailey
2016; Pavlov 2016). For instance, transparency has the potential to increase society's
knowledge and information which prepares citizens to better contribute and respond to
complex changes in the social system. Transparency and participation can prepare society to
share responsibility with governments which increases their capacity to handle sudden
changes without depending exclusively on the governmental system. Also, participation
allows for more diversity and common meaning in the social system by facilitating the
integration of different sectors, organizations and citizen's around common issues. In
addition, transparency and accountability can increase trust in society by contributing to
reduced levels of corruption and increasing public integrity. Finally, technology and
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innovation can support all the principles to enhance their contribution to the adaptive capacity
aspects.
Table 3.1. summarises OGPs principles of participation, accountability, transparency and
technology and innovation and how they together support the five aspects of adaptive
capacity.

Table 3.1: Adaptive Capacity and OGP Principles
Learning

Improvement of society knowledge about government operations,
procedures and expenses through more openness on data and citizen
participation (De Silva, 2016; Pavlov 2016).

Self organization

Facilitate civil society and community self-organization through creation of
civic space, more communications channels with governments and more
horizontal governance model (Celis 2016; Pavlov 2016; De Silva 2016).

Trust

Increase trust in society by giving citizens information and the power to
influence change by reducing the risk of corruption within governments
through more access of information (Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva 2016;
Gavelin, Burall, and Wilson 2009; Vicente and Amparo 2014).

Common
meaning

Increase the common meaning between society and government by reaching
a shared understanding about needs and priorities through participation and
information (Pavlov, 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva 2016).

Diversity

Supports the diversity of the social system by integrating different views,
information and stakeholders in their decision making process (SuhermanBailey 2016; De Silva 2016; Pavlov 2016).

Overall, it has been found that OGPs principles of participation, accountability, transparency
and technology and innovation support the five aspects of adaptive capacity. This highlights
that OGP has the potential to build resilience in the social systems that governments are part
of. As a result, it can strengthen their capacity to adapt and deal with complex problems
related to global social and environmental issues.
However, despite the positive contributions, the implementation of OGP principles can also
present some threats in relation to the five aspects. Weak participatory processes and
excessive focus on technology were identified as critical factors that can diminish OGPs
contribution to the adaptive capacity aspects (Maassen, 2016; Robinson, 2016; Pavlov 2016;
Foti 2016; De Silva 2016). Participation is recognised by three interviewees as one of the
main gaps in the principles implementation, which can have impacts on trust, selforganization, diversity and common meaning (Pavlov 2016; Robinson 2016; Miranda 2016).
In some countries, there is a lack of integration of citizen's input into the NAPs and an
absence of participation of governments at subnational level (OGP 2016; Robinson, 2016).
The excessive focus on technology can constrain participation, as not all citizens have access
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and digital literacy to use technological devices (Vicente and Amparo 2014; Maassen 2016;
Robinson 2016). In Colombia, for example, access to technology is something that mostly
occurs in cities and is not accessible in remote municipalities (Celis 2016).

3.1.3 OGP and the Ecological System
The OGP’s principles help build resilience in the social system; as well as this, the principles
can have positive impacts on the ecological system. By developing a stronger social system,
it has the ability to lead and overcome the current threats posed to the ecological system. In
this sense, governments, together with citizens, can develop legislation, resources and
policies in order to ensure the ecological system maintains the necessary conditions to
support life (United Nations 2010).
Regardless of the important role of governments in relation to the ecological system, OGP
does not have a clear goal to tackle and directly contribute to environmental issues.
According to De Silva (2016, 9), “OGP has very badly neglected sustainability and
environmental issues.” In this regard, the OGP approach to environmental issues were mainly
found through OGP’s tools and guidelines. For instance, there is a working group related to
natural resources, which aims to stimulate a wider integration of commitments in the NAP's
focused on environmental issues. The contributions of NAPs as an approach to solve
environmental problems at the local, national and global level, is not fully explored by OGP
member countries.
Despite this, a report from the World Resources Institute clearly states the potential
contribution of the OGP´s principles to solve environmental challenges. According to them,
OGP principles are key to improve environmental democracy, which is defined as "more
transparent, inclusive and accountable decision-making in matters affecting the environment"
(Foti et al 2008, x). In this sense, more information about environmental law, environmental
conditions and civic participation in decision making are key to solve current environmental
problems (Foti et al 2008). This position is reinforced by three of the interviewees, as they
suggest that OGP principles can help governments to solve complex environmental issues, as
it requires investments and integration of all society levels (Maassen 2016; Pavlov 2016; De
Silva 2016).
The Systems Level demonstrates that the OGP principles can positively contribute to the
entire system. At the governmental level, it has the potential to improve governance and the
efficiency of governments. At the social system level, OGP can contribute to build resilience
in the social system. Even though OGP’s principles provide potential positive contributions
to the ecological system, limited efforts have been identified in this direction.

3.2 Success Level
The FSSD suggests that in order to achieve a successful planning process; two elements need
to be considered. These include a clear definition of success that is based upon basic
principles. When planning strategically towards sustainability, these two elements, a
definition of success and the basic principles, need to be supported by a clear definition of
sustainability. A clear definition of sustainability is necessary, as it helps to manage the level
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of complexity within the socio-ecological system (Broman and Robèrt 2015). Thus, one of
the core benefits of the FSSD is that, it provides “a principled definition of sustainability
useful as boundary conditions for backcasting planning to redesign for sustainability”
(Broman and Robèrt 2015, 3). In the light of this, the analysis at the success level looks at
three elements: OGP´s vision of success, OGP´s four principles and OGP´s definition of
sustainability.

3.2.1 Analysis of OGP´s definition of success
In order to plan strategically towards a sustainable future, a clear and widely agreed upon
definition of success must be considered (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
OGPs vision of success has been defined as (Open Government Partnership 2016):
“More governments become sustainably more transparent, more accountable, and more
responsive to their own citizens, with the ultimate goal of improving the quality of
governance, as well as the quality of services that citizens receive.”
Document analysis and interviews support the notion that OGPs vision is “clear and widely
agreed upon”. Firstly, the vision is publicly available on the OGP website under Mission and
Strategy (Open Government Partnership 2016). In addition, document and interview coding
showed “improving government”, “meeting citizen’s needs” and “OGP principles” as the
most cited concepts in relation to OGP´s vision (Wirtz and Birkmeyer 2015; Harrison et al
2011; Sanchez 2016; Robinson 2016; Sanchez 2016). Therefore, this illustrates that across
the OGP system, stakeholders have a clear and agreed upon understanding of OGPs vision of
success; thus, illustrating that OGP’s vision has the potential to contribute to a successful
planning process.

3.2.2 Analysis of OGP´s principles of success
A basic principle of success that supports a clear and widely agreed on vision should be
(Robèrt et al. 2015):
•

… necessary to achieve the goal;

•

… sufficient to achieve the goal;

•

… general enough to be used in different contexts;

•

… concrete enough to guide actions; and

•

... non-overlapping, or mutually exclusive, in order to enable comprehension and
structure analysis of the issues.

Accordingly, OGP principles of transparency, participation, accountability and technology
and innovation (Table 1.1: Open Government Partnership principles), have been analysed in
consideration to these five criteria.
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The majority of the interviewees have stated the relevance of OGP´s principles in achieving
OGP´s vision of improving governance to meet citizen’s needs (Lippert 2016; Robinson
2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva 2016; Celis 2016). However, technology and
innovation has been identified as “not necessary” to improve governance and meet citizen’s
needs. Technology and innovation is seen as a vehicle to achieve the other three principles
(Harrison et al 2011; Abu-Shanab 2015; Wirtz and Birkmeyer 2015; Sanchez 2016).
Therefore, OGP´s principles, with the exception of technology and innovation, are necessary
and sufficient to achieve OGP´s vision.
Moreover, document analysis of NAP´s helped to identify that these four principles meet the
criteria of “general” and “concrete”. On one hand, OGP´s principles are general enough to be
used in different contexts as they are currently adapted depending on each country's national
context (Suherman-Bailey 2016; Celis 2016). On the other hand, they are concrete enough to
guide actions, as OGP´s principles have created more than 2,500 commitments globally
(OGP 2016; Maassen 2016).
Nonetheless, these principles seem to overlap, as they have been described as complementary
and inefficient if applied separately:
•

According to Harrison and Sayogo (2014), without transparency on government
practices, policies and services, no further action related to accountability and
participation can occur. Transparency is the vehicle for having a well-informed public
opinion that can hold governments accountable for their mistakes and ensure
meaningful participation (De Silva 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016)

•

Accountability supports the purpose of transparency and help to bring change through
participation. “You can have all the transparency in the world but there may not be a
positive change, so transparency is not enough, nor is it enough to have
participation...And so accountability is very important, so things that can improve
accountability help to support participation and help to support the purpose of
transparency” (De Silva 2016, 6).

Finally, OGP offers flexibility to its member countries when choosing what particular
principle should inspire the development of specific commitments within NAPs. Analysis of
these NAP´s and other documents illustrated that member countries mainly develop
commitments around the principle of transparency. For this reason, transparency
commitments represent 63% of the total commitments evaluated (Open Government
Partnership 2016; Maassen 2016). While on the contrary, participation was highlighted as a
core principle to achieve OGP´s goal (Pavlov 2016; Miranda 2016; De Silva 2016).

3.2.3 OGP´s vision of sustainability
Document and interviews analysis helped to identify that OGP does not have a clear and
widely agreed definition of success in relation to sustainability. OGP´s understanding of
sustainability is limited to the development of specific commitments within NAP´s. OGP´s is
currently encouraging its members to create and implement commitments that are related to
natural resources management issues and to the SDGs (Government Point of Contact Manual
2016). Moreover, as one of the interviewees stated, OGP has failed to prioritise sustainability
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initiatives; as only 2% or 3% of commitments within OGP are related to sustainability (De
Silva 2016).
However, most of the interviewees shared a common belief that sustainability can be
achieved through OGP´s principles (Robinson 2016; De Silva 2016; Maassen 2016; Lippert
2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; Pavlov 2016). Thus, in order to determine if OGP´s principles
contribute to a sustainability perspective, a comparison between the SPs and the four
principles was applied.

•

“Access to information (transparency) motivates and empowers people to participate
in an informed manner” ... “Participatory decision-making enhances the ability of
governments to respond to public concerns and demands, to build consensus…” (Foti
et al. 2008, x; De Silva 2016; Pavlov 2016). This results in having a competent public
opinion with a shared common meaning that can influence the systems they are part
of. Therefore, transparency and participation are principles that help to remove
structural obstacles to influence (SP 5), competence (SP 6) and meaning making (SP
8).

•

Transparency can support the disclosure of information related to environmental
issues like “pollutant release and transfer registers (PRTRs) or toxics release
inventories (TRIs)” (Foti et al. 2008, 44). Therefore, transparency can be the vehicle
to release information about the concentration of substances extracted from the
Earth’s crust, or produced by society or informed about the degradation by physical
means. This can positively influence the compliance with the three ecological
Sustainability principles (SP1, SP2 and SP3).

•

Moreover, “accountability can challenge government decisions that are not
sustainable; and people can take private sector to court when they are polluting or the
extractive industries when are behaving badly” (De Silva 2016; Foti 2016). In
addition, “transparency and accountability are antiseptics to corruption and
government mismanagement… that it is actually damaging to the needs and wellbeing
of the citizens” (Suherman-Bailey 2016). Therefore, accountability can help remove
structural obstacles to mental, physical and emotional health (SP4).

•

“Accountability enhances the public’s ability to enforce the right to participate” (Foti
et al. 2008, x). And participation, facilitated through technology, bring wider
stakeholders perspectives to the table (Pavlov 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; De Silva
2016; Lippert 2016). Thus resulting into removing structural obstacles to impartial
treatment (SP7) and meaning making (SP8).

Therefore, OGP´s principles can help eliminate structural obstacles related to health,
influence, competence, impartiality and meaning making. In addition, they can positively
influence the compliance with the three ecological SPs. However, an inefficient
implementation of the four OGP principles can result in violations of the SPs. For example:
•

If citizens are not able to participate and be involved, if the right accountability
mechanism are not in place and if citizens do not have the right of access to
information on environmental and sustainability issues; then it may increase obstacles
towards reaching sustainability (De Silva 2016; Maassen 2016). This can contribute to
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create structural obstacles to health (SP4) and influence (SP5); as well as to hinder the
capacity of society to develop a common meaning (SP8).
•

Technology demands high amounts of non-renewable resources that can result in
violations of the three environmental SPs. In addition, it can create a digital divide by
only allowing people that have access to technology to have influence on the system
they are part of (Lippert 2016; Pavlov 2016; Robinson 2016; Celis 2016; Robinson
2016). Thus contributing to creation of structural obstacles to influence (SP5) and
impartiality (SP7).

Overall, OGP has a widely agreed vision of success that is supported by OGP principles of
transparency, accountability, participation and technology and innovation. With the exception
of technology and innovation, all principles are necessary, sufficient, general and concrete to
achieve OGP’s vision. However, participation, accountability and transparency overlap and
are inefficient if applied separately. In terms of strategic planning, OGP does not have a clear
and widely agreed definition of success in relation to sustainability. Although, there is a
strong potential contribution of OGP principles to sustainability, as supported by the positive
correlations identified between those principles and the SPs.

3.3 Strategic Level
This level illustrates the strategic guidelines needed to prioritize actions that will most
quickly, effectively and flexibly guide the planning process towards the principled framed
vision. Moreover, and according to the framework, a backcasting planning approach is
critical when developing a strategic plan for sustainability (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000;
Broman and Robèrt 2015). Therefore, OGP planning guidelines will be presented and later
analysed in the light of these two elements: (1) Backcasting planning approach and (2)
prioritisation guidelines; in order to identify whether they have the potential to move society
strategically towards sustainability.
3.3.1 OGP´s planning guidelines
Document analysis helped to identify the planning guidelines offered by OGP to its member
countries. These guidelines are intended to support the design and implementation of OGP´s
NAPs. As stated in Section 1.6.3, OGP´s NAP creation process is guided by the following
guidelines:
•

A consultation process; as NAPs should be designed through a consultative process
that engages CSOs and citizens (Government Point of Contact Manual 2016).

•

A NAP template provides countries with a specific NAP design structure (Appendix
III) (OGP Action Plan Guide 2015).

•

The IRM commitment criteria, as all commitments included in the NAPs need to be:
(1) relevant to the OGP principles (2) ambitious and (3) SMART: Specific,
Measurable, Answerable, Relevant and Time Bound (Foti 2014).
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3.3.2 OGP´s backcasting approach
Backcasting planning approach differs from traditional forecasting as it invites the planners to
firstly envision the desired future outcome that needs to be achieved from a present current
reality. While planning with a forecasting approach, it starts with a present reality perspective
and aims to forecast or predict a future, based on current dominant trends (Dreborg 1996).
When planning in complexity “discontinuities are likely to occur and should even be
deliberately sought” (Dreborg 1996, 814). Therefore, given the complex nature of the
problems posed by the sustainability challenge, the backcasting planning approach seems
most appropriate. This is because it does not concern with what futures are likely to happen,
but how desirable futures can be attained (Dreborg 1996).
In order to determine whether OGP´s guidelines invite for forecasting or a backcasting
planning approach, an analysis of OGP´s understanding of a member country´s current reality
versus an envisioned future was completed.
The OGP´s NAP template states that OGP member countries should, “Briefly explain their
local context by discussing why open government efforts are important for their country”
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016, 4). Moreover, the consultation process guideline
is utilized by member countries to gather information about the current citizen’s needs. In
addition, the ambitious criteria intend to “promote reforms that stretch the government
beyond its current state of practice, significantly improving the status quo” (OGP Action Plan
Guide 2015, 1).
These facts reveal that OGP´s planning guidelines emphasise a current reality perspective.
This is done by inviting countries to assess their national context, by including “current”
citizens need and by selecting commitments that will move governments beyond the “status
quo”. Besides this, even if OGP principles and IRM criteria have the potential to place
OGP´s planning process in the future, interviews and document analysis demonstrated the
contrary. As some interviewees stated for example, that many commitments within NAP do
not refer to OGP principles or are not ambitious (Pavlov 2016 De Silva 2016; Robinson
2016; Lipper 2016).
Finally, no clear guideline was found that would invite OGP´s member countries to plan
towards an envisioned future outcome. Therefore, it is understood that OGP´s planning
guidelines are supporting the creation of NAP´s based on a forecasting planning approach. As
a result, this can decrease the efficiency of OGP strategic planning towards sustainability; as
a forecasting planning approach is constrained by the likely futures of socio-ecological
unsustainability.

3.3.3 Prioritisation Guidelines
In order for the planning process to be successful, actions should be carefully chosen through
a prioritisation process. This will avoid mismanagement of time, and human and economic
resources. The prioritisation process should be guided by a set of prioritisation questions.
According to the FSSD, three prioritisation questions can help select the actions that will
most quickly, effectively and flexibly guide the planning process. These questions are:
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1. Does this action proceed in the right direction?
2. Does this action provide a ‘stepping stone’ (flexible platform) for future improvements?
3. Is this action likely to produce a sufficient return on investment to further catalyse the
process? (Robèrt et al. 2015).
In the light of this, OGP´s planning guidelines were analysed to understand if they serve as
prioritisation system that can support an effective and efficient strategic planning process.
Right direction
In terms of the right direction towards the vision of success, OGP member countries are
expected to use the IRM criteria when creating commitments for their NAPs. The IRM
assesses countries performance in relation to this criteria (Section 3.3.1) to guarantee
compliance with OGP planning guidelines. Commitments that comply with the criteria are
given a “star” rating (Foti 2014). It can be stated that the IRM “star” rating acts a
prioritisation system for countries to select commitments that comply best with OGP´s
planning guidelines. Moreover, if commitments are to be relevant to the OGP principles (Foti
2014), this invites OGP´s member countries to select those commitments that will guide them
in the right direction towards OGP´s vision of success (Lippert 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016;
Maassen 2016; Robinson 2016).
In addition, the consultative process to develop commitments for the NAPs, serve as a step
forward towards OGP´s vision of improving governance by meeting citizen’s needs. Many
interviewees stated the importance of the consultative process as a way to achieve OGP´s
objectives (Maassen 2016; Pavlov 2016; Suherman-Bailey 2016; Miranda 2016). It was noted
by an interviewee that, “Citizen engagement is at the heart of what we are trying to do” (De
Silva 2016).
Moreover, even if the NAP template consists of a simple set of criteria that NAPs should
follow when designed, they can set the frame for the planning process towards a vision. This
can be stated, for example, as member countries need to include grand challenges that are
addressed by the commitments (OGP Action Plan Guide 2015). The grand challenges are:
improving public services, increase public integrity, more effective management of public
resources, create safer communities and increase corporate accountability (Government Point
of Contact Manual 2016). These grand challenges were created to lead countries into the right
direction towards achieving OGP´s vision (Open Government Partnership 2015)
Nevertheless, these last two guidelines, the consultative process and the NAP framework, do
not seem to serve as a prioritisation tool to help decide which commitments should be chosen
in order to reach OGP´s vision. This can be seen in relation to the large amount of
commitments that have been included without public participation or that were not relevant to
the OGP´s grand challenges. As the IRM technical paper states, “One other often-raised
complaint is that participation of civil society in OGP has little impact on the contents of the
final action plans” (Foti 2014, 27); and “Because grand challenges are so broadly defined and
so wide in scope, few commitments or action plan do not clearly deal with at least one” (Foti
2014, 18).
Stepping stone for future improvements
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There are two criteria inside the NAP template that act as catalysts to develop commitments
that are stepping’s stones for future improvements towards OGP´s vision. One is the
relevance criteria and the other is the selection of commitments that are ongoing from
previous NAPs.
Relevance is described as “the way in which this commitment are relevant to further
advancing OGP values of access to information, public accountability, civic participation,
and technology and innovation” (OGP Action plan Guide 2015, 4). This highlights that the
commitments need to serve as a stepping stone for a more transparent, participatory and
accountable government. Moreover, member countries are invited to include commitments
from previous NAP cycles. This can be understood as a way to invite commitments that serve
as a stepping stone for further improvements.
Besides this, one of the interviewees described that the majority of commitments included in
NAPs are “low hanging fruits”, which means they are easy to implement (De Silva 2016).
These commitments can be seen as stepping stones for further improvements towards a vision
of success. Apart from these facts, no other correlation has been found between OGP´s
planning guidelines as whether they help to create commitments that serve as a stepping stone
for further improvements.
Sufficient return on investment
When planning strategically, actions that provide a return on investment (ROI) can support
the continuity of the planning process. The ROI relates to economic, social, political, human
and cultural return (Robèrt et al. 2015). The selection of actions that would limit a ROI in
relation to these resources, will lead to the failure of the planning process (Robèrt et al.
2015). The OGP vision of meeting citizen's needs and improving governance can invite
member countries to prioritise actions that will lead to political and social return. However, it
does not seem to serve as a prioritisation reference, as some commitments are considered
non-transformative (Foti 2014). Also, as stated by most of the interviewees, commitment
implementation failure within OGP is very connected to the lack of human and economic
resources (De Silva 2016; Miranda 2016; Sanchez 2016; Robinson 2016; Lippert 2016; Foti
2016). This can be understood as none of the OGP´s guidelines make any direct reference to
the selection of commitments that would provide a ROI.
As a conclusion of this section, several statements can be made. First, OGP´s planning
guidelines invite for a forecasting planning approach. Second, OGP´s planning guidelines
help support a strategic planning process to develop commitments that serve as a stepping
stone and as a flexible platform for further improvements. On the contrary, OGP´s planning
guidelines clearly neglect the ROI factor. This strongly impacts on the success of OGP´s
strategic planning towards its vision of success. Nonetheless, IRM “star” rating criteria
provides a prioritisation system for OGP´s member countries to better select commitments
that are relevant to OGP´s vision and planning approach. The extent to which they are
effective in doing so, will be explore in the next level.

3.4 Actions Level
The Actions Level consists of the concrete actions that organisations take to move towards
sustainability (Broman and Robèrt 2015). The purpose of this section is to highlight how
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OGP country members are planning and developing their actions according to OGP planning
guidelines that comprise of consultation process, NAP action plan template and IRM criteria
(Section 3.3.1). Also, this level intends to identify how countries are addressing social and
environmental issues through their NAPs.

3.4.1 Consultation process
In relation to the consultation process, countries are expected to follow a number of
processes. These process include: report specific information about the consultation steps and
timeline, develop awareness activities to enhance participation in the process, advanced
notice the public consultation process and take breadth and deep consultation, including
multiple stakeholders, through online and offline channels (OGP Point of Contact Manual).
According to the IRM report, only Chile and Croatia meet all of the expected criteria of the
consultation process (Foti 2014). The compliance rate with the first three criteria was less
than 30%. One positive aspect was that around 75% of the countries held in-person
consultations to develop their action plan. Despite the consultation process requirements, the
OGP website had shown that few countries fully incorporate the result of this process into
their NAPs (Open Government Partnership 2016). In this regard, two interviewees stated that
the short timeframe to develop the NAPs and the government’s ability to implement the
suggested commitments through the consultation process, are some of the main challenges
(Sanchez 2016; Lippert 2016).

3.4.2 NAP development and implementation
The analysis of 14 NAPs revealed that quality and format varies considerably. Initially, not
all the NAPs presented the suggested format and content provided by OGP. Less than 50% of
countries presented their NAP in the OGP format, which also means that not all the countries
addressed all the content required. For example, half of the NAPs reviewed did not include
information on OGPs relevance to their local context. Therefore, this demonstrated a loss in
the systems perspective of some countries including Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Greece, USA and Argentina.
Besides, there seems to be general confusion with interpretations of the proposed terminology
in the guidelines to approach the planning process. The main terminology used include
themes, milestones, commitments, grand challenges and principles. Each country uses these
terms in a variety of ways. Some countries, for example, do not cluster their commitments
under themes and do not make any correlation between their commitments and grand
challenges. As a result of this, the understanding and comparison of NAPs can be
challenging.

3.4.3 IRM evaluation criteria
Ambition
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Ambitious commitments are "those who have the potential to stretch government practices
beyond business-as-usual in the relevant policy area"(Foti 2014). In general terms, several
interviewees have recognised that many commitments of the NAP are non-transformative
(Sanchez 2016; Foti 2014); not relevant to one of the OGP principles; and have not been
designed through a participatory process (Foti 2014). According to the IRM report, around
29% of commitments are considered transformative (Foti 2014). Kenya and Ghana were the
countries with the highest percentage of transformative commitments followed by Georgia,
Croatia and Czech Republic (Open Government Partnership 2016).
Level of completion
Even if the “easy to implement” commitments are numerous, there seems to be a high failure
rate in the implementation of NAPs. The IRM recognises that there is a large group of
countries that complete half of all their commitments (Foti 2014). The general completion
rate of commitments is reported by the IRM at 25% in total (Foti 2014). Several factors have
been identified, through interviews and document analysis, as causes for failure in
implementation. Some interviews concluded that a few action plans contain excessive
commitments (Robinson 2016; Lippert 2016). Other factors like the deficiency of resources
and lack of integration of NAPs within country´s national strategy have been identified as
reasons for failure.
Concrete
In order to be considered concrete, commitments need to be specific and measurable. The
IRM findings have shown that most commitments were concrete, with specific milestones
and indicators (Foti 2014). In addition, the NAP analysis showed that qualitative indicators
are not taking place in most of actions plans. The majority apply quantitative measurements
to assess completeness. According to the IRM, the commitments related to accountability and
legislation are vague, showing low level of concreteness.
Relevance to OGP principles
Relevant commitments are those which clearly contribute to one of the OGP principles. The
IRM classified the analysed commitments in the following categories: public integrity
measures, fiscal openness, citizen engagement, and public procurement, access to information
and law enforcement and justice (Foti 2014). By looking at this categorisation, it can be seen
that the majority refers to transparency or accountability principles (Open Government
Partnership 2016; Guide Open Gov 2016). Although, the last IRM report illustrated that 20%
of commitments did not show contributions to any of the OGP principles. This was mainly
due to the wrong interpretation of the principle definitions (Foti 2014).
Even though there are some challenges related to NAP development and implementation,
through the evaluation of the NAP, some commitments related to sustainability were
identified.

3.4.4 Commitment related to sustainability
In regards to commitments related to social and environmental issues, some action plans
included commitments that sought to address sustainability issues; although they only
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accounted for 2-3% of the total (De Silva 2016). Generally, they covered topics around
natural resources management, transparency, education, health and nutrition, water and
sanitation, gender, labour, marginalized communities and human rights. Some examples
are:
•

Engagement of children, the youth and the elderly: Municipal Law to establish Youth
Councils or equivalent groups (Finland Open Government Action Plan 20152017,
2015).

•

Public empowerment in waste management and surrounding areas of waste
management location (Indonesia OGP Action Plan 2014-2015, 2014)

Commitments related to environmental issues were generally aligned to the transparency of
natural resource management. For example, better management of natural resources: “To
ensure transparency and publicity of the results in control exercised over prospecting and
exploration permits and over granted concessions for mining mineral resources” (Republic of
Bulgaria Second Action Plan on the OGP Initiative 2016, 7). These types of commitments
were encouraged by the Natural Resources working group, and were the closest approach to
tackle ecological issues.
From the results of this section, it is clear that OGP member countries are facing challenges
in their NAP development and implementation. It has been identified that there are some
areas for improvement in terms of compliance within the planning guidelines. These include
the consultation process, NAP development and implementation, and the IRM evaluation
criteria. Regarding NAPs approach to sustainability, OGP member countries have the
potential to integrate more actions that can address social and environmental issues.

3.5 Tools Level
The Tools Level is inclusive of tools and methods that are necessary in the decision making
process. They aim to support the development and implementation of prioritised actions in
the direction of a desired vision towards sustainability (Broman and Robèrt 2015). This
section presents the OGP tools that support member countries in utilising OGP planning
guidelines to integrate sustainability related commitments into governments NAPs.
Through document review and interviews, two OGP units were identified as integral tools
which can help NAPs move in a sustainable direction, realising the commitments and
promoting actions within in the NAP. The Supporting Unit and Natural Resources Working
Group provide knowledge and networks that are supporting OGP member countries to take
an approach more focus on sustainability.
The Supporting Unit is developing specific guidance for governments to support them in the
implementation of the SDGs. The SDG topic was presented and discussed in the last OGP
Conference that took place in 2015 in Mexico (Suherman-Bailey 2016). After the conference,
a paper and a guide were launched to discuss how governments can contribute to each SDG.
Special emphasis was placed on SDG 16, as it is related to building strong institutions and
relationships (Robinson 2016). Also, a declaration on OGP was created in 2015 for the
implementation of the Agenda for the Sustainable Development (Open Government
Partnership 2016).
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In addition, the Natural Resources Working Group demonstrates positive contributions
towards sustainability initiatives in the NAPs. In particular, they, “help to facilitate the
creation and implementation of natural resource related commitments that are concrete,
impactful, ambitious and targeted to the specific context" (Open Government Partnership
2016). This working group, has recently launched a paper with recommendations on how to
embed agreements of the Paris Climate Summit of 2015 into the NAPs in collaboration with
the French Government and the World Resources Institute (Open Government Partnership
2016). Henceforth, the results have shown that the Natural Resource Working Group plays an
important role towards the success of environmental initiatives within the NAPs. Therefore,
this analysis illustrates the important role of some OGP units in the development and
implementation of NAPs with a wider sustainability agenda.
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4 Discussion
The main results from the FSSD analysis will be discussed below. At the end of the
discussion limitations of the research will be presented. The recommendations will follow the
discussion and will highlight areas for improvement.

4.1 Open Government Partnership’s Implementation
Approach
The OGP had emerged from the OG concept as an initiative to fundamentally transform
government practices through the principles of transparency, collaboration and participation.
In order to determine the effectiveness of OGP’s implementation approach and its ability to
support society in moving strategically towards sustainability, OGP was examined through
the lens of the FSSD. The utilisation of this framework helped to identify the strengths and
limitations of their implementation approach, which consists of a vision, the four principles,
planning guidelines and tools.

4.1.1 OGP’s vision of success
The analysis of OGP’s implementation approach had shown that OGP has a clear and widely
agreed upon vision that aims to improve governance to meet the needs of citizens. These two
goals, improving governance and meeting citizen’s needs, are achieved through the principles
of transparency, accountability, participation and technology and innovation. On one hand,
the results obtained from the analysis at the Systems Level confirmed that both OGP´s vision
and principles can contribute positively to the government system and to the social and
ecological systems. On the other hand, as reported on the Success Level, the fact that OGP´s
vision is clear and widely agreed upon shows their potential positive impact towards
achieving OGPs goal of improving governance to meet citizen’s needs. Therefore, it is clear
that OGP´s implementation approach can be more effective when there is general agreement
on the vision of the organisation.
However, as described in the Actions Level, many OGP member countries are not creating
commitments in their NAPs based on the consultation process with citizens. This highlights
that they are not fully considering citizen's needs; thus, OGP´s vision of meeting citizen’s
needs can be put at risk. Moreover, results from the Strategic and Systems Levels
demonstrated that the lack of resources, as well as the absence of an appropriate
governmental structures, limit the implementation of NAP´s commitments. These factors can
jeopardise OGP´s vision of improving governance.
Henceforth, the analysis at the Systems and Success Levels revealed that OGP does not have
a clear approach to sustainability. Even if the interview analysis revealed that “meeting
citizens needs and improving governance” are believed to be vehicles to achieve
sustainability; there is still no clear definition of sustainability found within OGP´s vision.
The OGP implementation approach to sustainability is limited to minor commitments that are
related to social and environmental issues. The creation of these commitments are optional to
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member countries, which results in 3% of the total commitments within NAPs (De Silva
2016). Therefore, it has been found that the absence of a clear vision towards sustainability
can support the low amount of commitments aimed to tackle social and environmental issues.
In order for OGP member countries to work strategically towards sustainability, the FSSD
recommends that organisations should adopt a vision of success that is bounded by
sustainability principles. Although, meeting citizen’s needs and improving governance could
potentially support society in moving towards sustainability, the absence of a clear definition
of sustainability or a vision bounded by sustainability principles will not guide member
countries actions towards sustainable development.

4.1.2 OGP's principles
The analysis at the Success Level showed that OGP´s principles were potentially suitable to
achieve OGP´s vision. Researchers consider that OGP´s principles of transparency,
accountability and participation are necessary, sufficient, general and concrete to support the
OGP vision with the exception of technology and innovation. As the analysis had shown that
the technology and innovation principle is not considered necessary to achieve OGP´s vision
but as a vehicle to supports the implementation of the other three principles. Moreover, if
greater emphasis is placed on technology as a principle, it has been found that it can increase
the digital divide; thus, alienating certain groups within the population (Robinson 2016). In
addition to this, OGP member countries reliance on technology may potentially violate
ecological principles. This due to its dependence on natural resources and mineral extraction
needed in order for technology to operate. This fact highlights the importance of considering
the SPs in the application of OGPs principles, as they have the capacity to define
sustainability.
Besides this, OGP´s principles were found to be “overlapping”, which has the potential to
create interdependency amongst them and therefore decreasing their efficiency to implement
OGP´s vision. The principles need to be equally implemented in order to be effective. As
reported at the Success Level, transparency in governments cannot be fully achieved without
participation and accountability. Accountability needs to be supported by transparency and
participation. Also, participation does not occur without transparency. Therefore, the fact that
OGP´s principles overlap and are not being equally implemented leads to failure to
accomplish the OGP's vision of success. Consequently, OGP's principles might not be able to
support society in moving strategically towards sustainability.
Moreover, the analysis helped identify that there are some other limitations in relation to the
implementation of these principles. Interviewees recognised that the participation principle
was not addressed in countries NAPs with the same amount of rigour as the other principles.
As reported in the Systems, Success and Actions Levels, OGP offers its member countries
flexibility to create commitments that align to one of the principles. This results in greater
emphasis upon “low hanging fruit” commitments, in particular to those related to
transparency (Da Silva 2016); and less emphasis on participation.
Nonetheless, there is a general belief amongst OPG's stakeholders, as the interviewees stated,
that sustainability can be achieved through the OGP principles. Moreover, the analysis
completed at the Success Level using the sustainability principles, demonstrated that OGP´s
principles have the potential to remove structural obstacles to social sustainability (SP4 to
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SP8); and to supports the achievement of the environmental sustainability principles (SP1 to
SP3). However, without a clear definition of success bounded by sustainability principles,
OGP´s vision might reduce opportunities to support society in moving strategically towards
sustainability.

4.1.3 OGP planning guidelines
The analysis at the Strategic Level showed that OGPs planning guidelines invite for a
forecasting planning approach. The results had found that these guidelines emphasise a
current reality perspective without inviting member countries to plan towards an envisioned
future outcome. In this regard, the current reality assessment of member countries is limited
to addressing their local context by only considering the grand challenges and citizen
consultation process. However, researchers believe, based on the knowledge provided by the
FSSD, that when strategically planning towards sustainability, a backcasting approach is
most appropriate. A backcasting planning approach can reduce OGP member countries
contributions to current unsustainable trends. While, a forecasting planning approach can
reduce OGP´s ability to move society strategically towards sustainability.
Moreover, when the FSSD is considered, strategic guidelines can help planners to select the
actions that will most quickly, effectively and flexibly lead to the envisioned future outcome.
In order to accomplish this, a set of clear strategic guidelines that help prioritise actions
should be considered. Results helped identify that OGP´s planning guidelines did not support
OGP member countries to prioritise actions towards their vision of success. As the Actions
Level showed, this resulted into numerous non-transformative and not-implemented
commitments. In addition, the most cited limitation for commitment achievement, amongst
interviewees, was the lack of human and economic resources. Therefore, researchers consider
that this lack of prioritisation system highly reduces OGP´s capacity to help to move society
towards sustainability.
When planning strategically towards sustainability, OGP´s planning guidelines will need to
help prioritise actions that will guide OGP´s member countries in the right direction that will
clearly provide an ROI and that will serve as a flexible platform for future improvements.
Moreover, OGP planning guidelines require a revision to enhance commitments that will
effectively reach OGP´s vision as well as to promote sustainable outcomes. Nonetheless,
researchers wish to mention that when a comparison was made between OGP´s guidelines
and the three prioritisation questions offered by the FSSD, some strengths were found. Even
if the most apparent gap of OGPs guidelines came from the question related to ROI, the
current OGP´s guidelines seem to move in the right direction and serve as a flexible platform
for future improvements. Therefore, researchers see the value of OGP´s planning guidelines
if they are supported by a prioritisation system that includes an ROI.
To conclude, OGP is a recently developed organisation that aims to support governments to
meet citizen’s needs and to improve governance. However, the FSSD analysis identified
some limitations towards OGPs implementation approach. Researchers have discussed that
the utilisation of a strategic planning framework towards sustainability, like the FSSD, can
help address OGP´s implementation limitations and develop OGP´s strategic planning
towards sustainability. In addition, the FSSD offers a clear definition of sustainability that
will unify the OGP network with the same vision of success towards sustainability.
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Therefore, recommendations in Chapter 5 were suggested based on the key points analysed
within this discussion.

4.2 Research limitations
During the research, some limitations were identified that will be presented in this section.
In the research methods section, it presented some limitations from the interviews, literature
review and NAPs analysis. Firstly, the interviewee profiles were restricted to specialists that
had a professional relationship with OGP. This fact could have led to biased opinions
regarding OGP’s vision, principles and planning guidelines. Secondly, in relation to the
literature review, as OG is a recent concept and OGP is a young organisation, there were few
scientific articles available to support this research. It is important to have multiple sources
for this research as scientific based articles and journal can increase the validity of the results.
Finally, the OGP member countries NAPs illustrated different content and were presented in
multiple formats. For this reason, it was difficult to interpret and use the data provided in the
NAPs as a source of information for the results.
In the results, a more in-depth analysis could have been completed by exploring the full scope
of the commitments and results of member countries NAPs. At the Systems Level, an
analysis was carried out by identifying the contribution of OGPs principles to the socioecological system and the results were mainly based on the interviews information. An
improved analysis considering NAP information can develop the understanding of how OGP
is contributing to the improvement of sustainability conditions within the socio-ecological
system. At the Success Level, a detailed correlation between the OGP principles and the SPs
can be enhanced by taking a closer look at how countries are approaching each principle to
tackle social and environmental issues.
On a final note, due to time constraints the research encountered some limitations towards the
recommendation section of the paper. The recommendations did not receive feedback from
OGP stakeholders on its viability as a suitable approach to promote strategic sustainable
development within OGP’s implementation approach. The absence of feedback from OGP
stakeholders may have limited the effectiveness of the recommendation. For future research,
initiating the ABCD strategic planning process with OGP stakeholders, in particular member
countries, will inform researchers whether the recommendation is viable from a real-world
context.
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5 Recommendations
Recommendations aim to provide OGP stakeholders (point of contact, IRM, CSO, OGP
member countries) with a clear set of guidelines for a strategic planning approach towards
sustainability. As discussed in the previous section, the utilisation of a strategic planning
framework can help address OGP´s implementation approach limitations and support the
transition towards a sustainable society.
In order to make recommendations, two main topics have been identified in relation to OGP’s
implementation approach, according to the previous sections, as critical to be reviewed and
therefore improved. These topics can be found in the following two tables:
Table 5.1 shows the main findings from the data analysis completed in Chapter 3. It
highlights both strengths and weaknesses of OGP´s implementation approach according to
the FSSD analysis:

Table 5.1: Main findings through the FSSD analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

Clear definition of success:
“Improving governance to meet citizen’s
needs”

Absence of a clear vision towards sustainability

Three principles: transparency,
accountability and participation

Principles are not bounded by a clear definition of
sustainability within the SPs

Planning guidelines

Forecasting approach

Tools that support social and
environmental commitments

NAPs planning and implementation failure
Principles are not enough when applied separately
Technology as an enabler not principle

Table 5.2 shows the main challenges that OGP is facing and that were found in the literature
review and interview analysis. It is remarkable to mention that they mainly refer to the
planning and implementation of OGP’s NAP. As reported in the previous sections, research
has shown that there are clear limitations to achieve a successful implementation of
commitments in NAPs, for the following reasons:
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Table 5.2: OGP´s Challenges
Resources

Governance

Participation

Commitments

Lack of
structure

NAP not embedded in
national strategies

Short preparation time

Excessive number of
commitments

Lack of
funding

Bureaucratic culture

Gaps in the
participatory process

Few ambitious
commitments

References Table 2: (De Silva 2016, Miranda 2016, Lippert 2016, Suherman-Bailey 2016, Maassen
2016, Celis 2016, Sanchez 2016, Pavlov 2016, Robinson 2016, Wright et al. 2010, Guha and
Chakrabarti 2014; Gasco 2014)

Currently, OGP has limitations related to a strategic planning approach and its application
within OGP member countries NAPs. Based on the results, it has been found that this
strategic planning approach should be clear and commonly agreed upon by all OGP
stakeholders (Fig 1.3 Stakeholders Map). In addition, it should be flexible so that it has the
ability to adapt to a country's unique national context. Also, it needs to have the capacity to
support participatory processes that involve multiple stakeholders. Finally, it should help
OGP member countries to plan strategically towards sustainability. Moreover, it is
recommended that the ABCD strategic planning process has the capacity to address OGP’s
current strategic planning limitations. For instance, it is inclusive of a backcasting approach
and specific steps to plan strategically towards sustainability that incorporates a multistakeholder approach. All of these characteristics make the ABCD strategic planning process
ideal for enhancing OGP´s implementation approach to help society move strategically
towards sustainability.

5.1 ABCD Strategic Planning Process for Sustainable
development
The ABCD strategic planning process is a four step approach designed to implement the
FSSD in an organisational context. This supports the process towards a co-creation of
strategic transitions, as it has the ability to assist organizations to strategically plan towards
sustainability (Broman and Robèrt 2015). Each step of the ABCD process is detailed in Table
5.3: ABCD Strategic planning process.
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Figure 5.1: ABCD Strategic planning process (The Natural Step 2011)

Table 5.3: ABCD Strategic planning process (Broman and Robèrt 2015)
A Gain awareness about the sustainability challenge and an understanding of the socioStep ecological system. From this understanding, create a vision of success framed by the
SPs.
B Undertake an organization current reality assessment, including the external and
Step internal conditions, in relation to the vision of success. Through this analysis, the
organization will identify current challenges and opportunities to reach the vision and
also how the organisation is currently aligned or contributing to violate the SPs.
C Brainstorm of creative solutions to tackle the challenges and to develop the
Step opportunities identified in the previous steps.
D Prioritise the actions generated in the previous step using the three prioritisation
Step questions of the Strategic Level of the FSSD. The prioritised actions will result in a
strategic plan.
Recommendations will be made for each of the four steps of the ABCD strategic planning
process, as follows:
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A- Step - Awareness and Definition of success framed by the Sustainability Principles:
The ABCD planning process starts with the A Step. In this step, participants involved in the
planning process learn about the sustainability challenge (e.g. funnel metaphor Fig 1.1.
Section 1.1: The sustainability challenge) and the socio-ecological system. Sharing and
discussion amongst participants, will lead to a vision of success, framed by the SPs (Section
2.4: Research process) (Broman and Robèrt 2015). Therefore, recommendations for OGP´s
planning process in A Step are:
•

Recommendation A.1: A commonly agreed understanding of the sustainability
challenge and role of government within the sustainability challenge should be made
clear to all participants in the planning process. This will provide them with a basic
outline and behaviour of the system which are relevant to achieve their envisioned
future.

•

Recommendation A.2: OGP´s vision of success of “more governments become
sustainably more transparent, more accountable, and more responsive to their own
citizens, with the goal of improving the quality of governance” (Open Government
Partnership 2016), should be integrated within the country’s national strategy. This
should be done by involving multiple stakeholders through a participatory process,
following IRM guidelines (Government Point of Contact Manual 2016) as well as
these recommendations. The integration of the vision into the country's national
strategy will facilitate OGP’s implementation at different levels within government.

•

Recommendation A.3: The main principles to support OGPs vision are transparency,
accountability and participation. Technology and innovation is not a principle but an
enabler for the other three. Therefore, technology and innovation should be removed
from the four principles.

•

Recommendation A.4: The vision of success and OGP´s principles should always be
framed by taking into consideration the SPs. Technology should only be used when it
complies with the SPs. A clear vision of success framed by the SPs will provide clear
boundaries to guide member countries actions in a more sustainable direction. The
OGP principles framed by the SPs will help avoid possible violations and will
enhance possible contributions to sustainability.

B - Step - Baseline Current State:
“In this step, participants analyse and assess the current situation of the organization in
relation to the vision and list current challenges as well as current assets to deal with the
current challenges or that can in other ways potentially support the transition towards the
vision” (Broman and Robèrt 2015, 8). Therefore, recommendations for OGP´s planning
process in B Step are:
•

Recommendation B.1: Data analysis, of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, revealed the most
common causes for commitment implementation failure were related to resource
constraints. An assessment of the member country’s current reality is needed. This
assessment allows for common and aligned reality which may reduce silo thinking
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and can create a whole systems perspective on processes; thus, potentially minimizing
unnecessary costs and resource allocations. Therefore, it is recommended that the
interior world can be analysed through an operational analysis (Robèrt et. al 2015). In
terms of the exterior world, political, environmental, social, economic, legal and
technological assets and challenges are essential (PESTLE Analysis 2016). The
PESTLE analysis can be used for the external analysis of member countries current
situations. Both the internal and external analysis will help to identify which aspects
are hindering or helping a member country’s ability to reach its vision.
•

Recommendation B.2: Assessment of the current reality should also take into
consideration how the current available assets contribute or violate the SPs (Broman
and Robèrt 2015). This will reveal how a member country currently contributes to the
violation of the SPs in order to support the development of the necessary actions that
will lead towards a sustainable direction.

C - Step - Creative Solutions:
“In this step, participants in the design process should apply creativity methods like
brainstorming to list all possible solutions that will help to move the organisation from the
vision established in (A) and the current reality identified in (B)” (Broman and Robèrt 2015).
Bringing high quality and numerous ideas to the table is key in this creative process.
Therefore, recommendations at this stage are:
•

Recommendation C.1: Facilitators and participants involved in this process, require
an environment where creative ideas can occur. Therefore, it is recommended to
create an appropriate space to facilitate the engagement with diverse groups and
citizens. This also can be achieved through online methods of implementation.

•

Recommendation C.2: The data analysis revealed (Chapter 3 and 4) that challenges
related to governance were causes of commitment implementation failure. Therefore,
engagement of the relevant stakeholders is essential for commitment compliance. The
OGP´s point of contact should include a varied group of CSO´s, as stated in
Recommendation A.3, and a diverse group of stakeholders from different levels and
sectors within government; especially those that will be responsible for the
implementation of the commitments.

•

Recommendation C.3: The brainstorming process is open to citizens through public
consultation methods. This will enhance the participation process to ensure that
governments are aware of their citizen's needs.

D - Step - Decide on priorities:
“In this step, participants apply strategic guidelines to prioritise among the possible solutions
established in (C) into a strategic plan” (Broman and Robèrt 2015, 8). Data analysis revealed
that the most significant area for improvement in the OGP planning approach was at the
Strategic Level. A clear set of strategic guidelines combined with a prioritisation system that
includes the SPs, will positively contribute to reach a vision towards sustainability.
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Therefore, the main recommendation is a set of guidelines that will help OGP stakeholders
select the most appropriate solutions from the brainstorming sessions. Solutions that best
comply with the four following guidelines should be included in the NAP as either
commitments or milestones to achieve the stated commitments identified below.

•

Strategic guideline 1: Commitments framed by the Sustainability Principles

No action plan should include commitments where nature is put at risk by systematically
increasing …
1. … concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth's crust;
2. .... concentrations of substances produced by society;
3. .... degradation by physical means (Ny et al. 2006, 64).
No action plan should include commitments where society is put at risk by creating structural
obstacles to…
4. ...health;
5. ...influence;
6. ...competence;
7. ...impartiality;
8. ...meaning making (Missimer 2015).
The inclusion of the SPs is vital for allowing OGP to help society in moving towards
sustainability.

•

Strategic guideline 2: Commitments comply with three OGP´s principles

Commitments should also remove structural obstacles to the three principles of transparency,
accountability and participation. This will increase the rate of commitments related to
accountability and participation.

•

Strategic guideline 3: Stepping Stone, Flexible platform and Return on
Investment

All previously selected commitments should be prioritised according to three criteria that
includes leading into the right direction, flexibility and ROI (this is not restricted to financial
investment). The three criteria should serve as (1) flexible platforms for forthcoming steps
towards the sustainability framed vision, “while striking a good balance between (2) the pace
of progress towards the vision and (3) return on investment” (Broman and Robèrt 2015, 8).
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•

Strategic guideline 4: IRM criteria

Commitments should be SMART, respecting the evaluation criteria stated by the IRM
(Government Point of Contact Manual 2016). In relation to this, the SMART criteria ensures
that commitments meet the following requirements of being specific, measurable,
answerable, and relevant and time bounded. Finally, once the key commitments have been
selected, they should be included in a strategic action plan. Within each NAP, commitments
should have a schedule for implementation, a budget resource allocation and specific
indicators for measuring impacts and success.

Figure 5.2 helps visualise the recommendations made at each of the four steps of the ABCD
strategic planning process for OGP.

Figure 5.2: ABCD Strategic planning process for OGP´s National Action Plans
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6 Conclusion
Presently, the planet is facing the sustainability challenge due to the degradation of the socioecological system. In light of this, it has been found that OGP has the potential to support
governments in addressing these challenges. This can be achieved through OGP’s vision of
success that aims to strengthen governance to meet citizen’s needs by increasing
transparency, accountability and participation. Moreover, through the application of the
FSSD, current sustainability limitations of the OGP implementation approach can be
mitigated. This, in turn, can support OGP stakeholders to adopt a concrete definition of
sustainability, and a planning approach that can support society in moving towards
sustainability.
The data gathered from the semi-structured interviews, literature review, document analysis
and NAPs, were analysed through the lens of the FSSD. The framework explored OGP’s
implementation approach through the examination of its vision of success, the four principles,
planning guidelines and tools. This analysis was completed in order to identify the strengths
and limitations of OGP to develop a strategic planning approach that integrates sustainability.
In particular, some limitations that were identified related to OGP’s vision of success, OGP’s
principles and their planning guidelines. For instance, OGPs vision does not have clear and
widely agreed upon definition of sustainability. Also, OGP's principles can support a vision
towards sustainability but also can present threats if they are not applied within the
constraints of the SPs. Additionally, the OGP implementation approach is not strategic, as it
is missing some elements of the FSSD. Therefore, the OGP implementation approach is not
strategic, as it is missing some elements of the FSSD. Without a strategic planning approach
towards sustainability, OGP stakeholders will not be able to effectively support society to
move in a sustainable direction due to the complexity of the sustainability challenge.
Based on these results, recommendations call for the utilisation of the ABCD strategic
planning process to support OGP stakeholders to plan strategically towards sustainability, as
it is a tool that helps to integrate the FSSD in an organisational context. As well as this, it can
assist in creating a unified definition of sustainability within their vision of success. Finally, it
has the potential to identify limitations in OGP’s current planning approach. Therefore, the
ABCD strategic planning process is ideal for developing OGP´s implementation approach as
it can enable a clear and defined sustainability focus which, in turn, can help support society
to move towards sustainability.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Interview questions
1. What is your relationship with Open Government concept and OGP? What is your
role? Since when and what are the reasons you have joined?
2. How can Open Government Partnership principles of transparency, accountability,
participation and technological innovation can help governments attend to citizens
needs?
3. Do you think governments from OGP, are meeting citizens needs with their National
Action Plans commitments and actions?
4. What do you believe are the biggest challenges that OGP members are facing from
achieving their stated commitments? Can you please provide us with an example?
5. Which improvements can be made on the action plans development and
implementation process in order to help government to meet their commitments and
also citizens needs?
6. Knowing the urgency of our current global social and environmental challenges, how
do you think OGP principles can help to address those challenges?
7. In your opinion, how have sustainability issues been addressed by OGP members in
their action plan design and implementation?
8. What can be improved in countries Open Government practices to support society in
moving towards sustainability?
9. Can these practices be achieved by applying the SDGs?

Appendix II: Interviewees profiles
•

The programme director of “Independent Reporting Mechanism” of OGP: Joseph Foti

•

The Research Manager for IRM in OGP: Denisse Miranda

•

Three “Point of Contact of OGP from Denmark, Colombia and Chile: Catherine
Lippert, Sandra Celis, Francisco Sanchez

•

The Global Director of Governance for World Resources Institute: Mark Robinson

•

The Program Manager of OGP Support Unit: Alonso Cerdán

•

The Director of the Environmental Democracy Practice of World Resources Institute
and member of the Openness in Natural Resources Working Group of OGP: Lalanath
de Silva
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•

The coordinator of the UK OGP Civil Society Network: Josephine Suherman-Bailey

•

Steering Committee Member of OGP: Nathaniel Heller

•

The Director for Civil Society Engagement at OGP: Paul Maassen

•

Member of Access Info Europe & Open Government Standards: Andreas Pavlov
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Appendix III: OGP Action Plan Guide
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